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TINA-AVALON R-II SCHOOL DISTRICT 

BOARD OF EDUCATION 
President…….…….Michael Brockmeier 

Vice-President.……Dwight Harper 
Secretary…….…….Dustin Bowling 
Treasurer…………..Marty Rucker 

BOARD MEMBERS 
Wyatt Davenport 

Curt Grossman 
Todd Rounkles 

 

TINA-AVALON R-II SCHOOL DISTRICT 

MISSION, RATIONALE AND GOALS 

The Tina-Avalon School strives to provide the very BEST education possible for our students.  We have, 
therefore, developed the acronym B.E.S.T. - Better Education Starts Today, as the school’s mission 
statement. 
 
The rationale of education is a foundation on which a school system is built and upon which the product 

of the school program is evaluated.  When a particular rationale of education has been generally 

accepted, it becomes a guide and determines the policies of the school system.  The following is the 

basic rationale of the Tina-Avalon R-II School District.  

We believe the school must assume the responsibility for the education of every child in the community 

despite race, gender, economic status, creed, or national heritage.  Every child has a right to an 

individual education in keeping with his/her mental and physical endowments to acquire and use it.  

We believe the goals of education must contribute to the development of the whole child.  Each 

educational task must be solely planned so it will help the child grow mentally, emotionally, spiritually, 

physically, and socially.  We believe there are individual differences in children and that adequate 

provisions must be made for a wide variety of activities that will develop the many different talents of 

boys and girls. 

We believe schools are responsible for the increase in the economic efficiency of the individual through 

vocational guidance, consumer education and personal economics. 

We believe schools should develop, in every child, an appreciation for honest work, and a realization 

that for every action the individual must assume corresponding responsibility. 

We believe one of the greatest challenges for the school is to develop citizens who will function 
effectively in our democracy. 
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GOALS OF THE SCHOOL 

In keeping with this general rationale of the educational program, the Board of Education has further                

adopted the following summary objectives in the various areas of activity affecting the individual school               

child: 

 
● Tool Subjects: To give each pupil, in as far as his/her ability permits, a mastery of the tools of                   

learning and communication, such as reading, writing, arithmetic, science and the use of written and               
spoken language. 

● Character Growth: To develop a moral and ethical sense in each pupil so that he/she will manifest                 
to others fairness, justice, tolerance, courtesy, and kindness for himself/herself and appreciation of             
his/her personal worth. 

● Mental Growth: To encourage and stimulate the continuous growth in the pupil of his/her ability to                
think clearly, logically, and independently, and to know and master his/her own powers and              
potentialities and to exercise those powers with due regard to others. 

● Health: To protect the right of the child to a healthy body through provision of physical education,                 
health education, and necessary preventive health services. 

● Individual Differences: To provide such changes in the educational program of each pupil as are               
called for by his/her particular capacities. 

● Citizenship: To develop in each child, youth, and adult student an understanding and appreciation of               
the forces and ideals of democracy which have made America great, and to foster a sense of his/her                  
personal opportunities and responsibility as a citizen of his/her community, state, nation, and of the               
world. 

● Understanding Environment: To develop in each child, commensurate with his/her maturity, and            
understanding of the physical, economic, social, and spiritual world in which he/she lives, and to               
help him/her to adjust himself/herself effectively to his/her surroundings. 

● Social Adjustment: To prepare the pupil psychologically for a well-balanced and happy individual,             
social and family life.  

● Earning a Living: To help the pupil find his/her most productive role in life and to develop through                  
work experience well work habits. To give those who do not go to college, university, trade, or                 
technical schools enough basic skills and vocational training so that they will possess a marketable               
skill and be prepared to earn a living. To teach children how to buy goods and services wisely. All                   
will be consumers; all should become intelligent consumers. 

● Student Activities: To encourage wholesome and creative forms of recreation and play. To educate              
children to use his/her leisure time to the best advantage. These interests should be promoted in                
the school program. 

● Aesthetic Development: To provide for each pupil a comprehensive understanding of the cultural             
subjects (music, literature, art, etc.) 

● Community Relations: To make school an essential part of community life, serving all the people in                
various ways according to their needs, and supplying opportunities for adult education and other              
activities. 

● Utilizing Information: To educate students on how to acquire the knowledge and skills to gather,               
analyze and apply information and ideas. 

● Problem Solving:  To insure students will acquire the knowledge and skills to recognize and solve 

problems. 
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*FACULTY: 
 

Jana Holcer – Superintendent 
William Dow – Principal, Athletic Director 

Cindy O’Neal – Pre-School/Speech 
Danielle Costner – Kindergarten 

Lacy Bowling – First Grade 
Jackie Wooden – Second Grade 
Ashley Oertwig – Third Grade 
Angie Hussey – Fourth Grade 

Michelle Ray – Fifth Grade 
Meagan Fletcher –Sixth Grade 

Cindy Harper – Art 
Susan Rucker – Business 

Lauren Lee – English 
Rene Trussell – Family and Consumer Science (FACS), Title I Reading 

Jenni Scott – Guidance/Counselor, A+ 
John Roberts – History 

Ronda Rucker – Librarian, Math 
Charlotte Bigler – Math 

Terry Kendrick – Math, Technology Coordinator 
Kelly Warren - Music/Band 

Sean Bard – Physical Education 
Shelia Hesler – Science 

Russell Burns – Special Education, Resource 
Todd Jones – Vocational Agriculture 

 
 

*SUPPORT STAFF: 
 

Renae Briddle – Superintendent Secretary, Bookkeeper 
Darcy Hundley – Elementary & Secondary Secretary 

Tammy Sykes – Paraprofessional, Computer Meal Coordinator 
Rhonda Staton – Special Education Paraprofessional/ ECSE 

Tim Dodson – Bus Driver 
Howard Green – Bus Driver 
Tim Hutchinson – Bus Driver 

Todd Jones – Bus Driver 
Brandi Dodson – Nutritionist/Head Cook 

Barbie Tutt – Cook 
Sherry Kissick – Cook, Custodian 

Robert Crawford – Custodian, Maintenance 
Stacy Maberry – Nurse 

Diane Kerns – Parents as Teachers (PAT) Educator 
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*CLASS AND ORGANIZATION SPONSORS: 

Charlotte Bigler - 7 th  Grade Sponsor 

Cindy Harper - 8 th  Grade Sponsor 

Rene Trussell - 9 th  Grade Sponsor 

Lauren Lee - 10 th  Grade Sponsor 

Shelia Hesler- 11 th  Grade Sponsor 

Danielle Costner - 12 th  Grade Sponsor 

Shelia Hesler - Jr. High & Sr. High Scholar Bowl Coach 

William Dow - Athletic Director 

John Roberts - High School & Jr. High Boys’ Basketball Coach 

Dana Hansen - High School & Jr. High Girls’ Basketball Coach 

Sean Bard – High School & Jr. High Asst. Basketball Coach 

Michelle Brockmeier - High School Cheerleader Coach 

Darcy Hundley – Jr. High Cheerleader Coach 

John Roberts – Assistant Football Coach 

Michelle Ray - Golf 

Lauren Lee - National Honor Society 

Sean Bard - Girls’ Softball Coach 

Sean Bard - Boys’ Baseball Coach 

Rene Trussell - Student Council 

Jenni Scott - Jr. High & High School Boys’ & Girls’ Track Coach 

Susan Rucker - Yearbook Advisor 

Susan Rucker - FBLA 

Rene Trussell - FCCLA 

Todd Jones – FFA 
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Dear Parent or Guardian: 

Our district is required to inform you of certain information that you, according to The No Child Left                  

Behind Act of 2001 (Public Law 107-110), have the right to know.  

Upon your request, our district is required to provide to you in a timely manner, the following                 

information: 

✓ Whether the teacher has met state qualification and licensing criteria for the grade levels and               
subject areas in which the teacher provides instruction.  

✓ Whether the teacher is teaching under emergency or other provisional status through which state              
qualification or licensing criteria have been waived.  

✓ Whether your child is provided services by paraprofessionals and, if so, their qualifications.  
✓ What baccalaureate degree major the teacher has and any other graduate certification or degree              

held by the teacher, and the field discipline of the certification.  
 

In addition to the information that parents may request, districts must provide to each individual parent                

–  

✓ Information on the achievement level of the parent’s child in each of the state academic               
assessments as required under this part; and 

✓ Timely notice that the parent’s child has been assigned, or has been taught for four or more                 
consecutive weeks by, a teacher who is not certified.  

 

If you have questions concerning this information, please contact the school. 

 

Educationally yours,  

 

Jana Holcer 
Superintendent 
Tina Avalon R-II School 
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* FOOD SERVICES MANAGEMENT  

The food services program provided by the school is designed to provide wholesome and appetizing               

meals to district students. School lunches are important in contributing to good nutrition, which is vital                

to mental and physical growth during the formative years. As such, the food services program operates                

as an integral part of the total school program.  

 

The cafeteria will be in operation the first day of school and each day thereafter to serve breakfast and                   

lunch to all students (including preschool), staff members and guests.  

 

Meal prices shall be established annually by the Board of Education. 

The meal prices are: 

Breakfast Lunch 

Students, PK through 6 th  grade 1.20 1.75 

Students, 7 th  through 12 th  grade 1.20 2.00 

Reduced - Students, PK through 12 th  grade .30 .40 

Adults, staff & guests 1.75 2.50 

Guest child, 0 through 6 th  grade 1.20 1.75 

Guest child, 7 th  – 12 th  grade 1.20 2.00 

Milk or Juice (without a school meal) .25 .25 

Extras .05 

Each meal includes two drinks (specifically, one milk, and one juice).  

Students are not allowed to drink soda pop  or tea with their meals, even if brought in their lunch from                    

home. At no time, is food to be taken out of the cafeteria without prior permission from administration.                  

No food will be allowed in classrooms, hallways or lockers without prior permission from administration.               

Lunch boxes are acceptable. No drinks other than water that is in a clear container will be allowed                  

during the school day. 

A closed lunch hour is in effect and students will be required to remain in the school building.  

Each student (will be allowed to charge up to $100.00.  After $100.00 no charges will be accepted. The                  

student will be provided a sack lunch and one carton of milk until payment has been received.  

Lunch prices are subject to change at any time. 
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SUPPORT SERVICES                                                                                                                                     Policy  5550 

Food Service Program 

Meal Charges 

Purpose 

The purpose of this policy is to maintain consistent meal account procedures throughout the District. 

Unpaid charges place a financial strain on District finances.  The Food Service Department is responsible 

for maintaining food charge records and for notifying the District’s accounting department of 

outstanding balances. 

Administration 

1.     All students (PK-12 th  grade) will be allowed to charge a maximum of $100 dollars. After this  
           maximum has been met, no additional charges will be accepted.  

a) These meals will include only the menu items of the reimbursable meal. 
b) After the balance exceeds $100 dollars, the student may be given a designated menu 

alternate. 
2.    No charges will be allowed for ala carte foods and beverages after the max $100 dollars. 
3.    Parents/guardians of students with negative balances will be mailed a letter by the Food Service  

             Department and signed by the Superintendent. 

4.    On the last day of school all charging will be cut off. 
Parent/guardians will be sent a written request for “payment in full.” 
All charges not paid before the end of the school year will be carried forward into the 
next school year.  
Graduating seniors must pay all charges in full.  Failure to do so may result in the 
delinquent student being denied participation in graduation ceremonies. 

5.  If a financial hardship is suspected, families will be encouraged to apply for free/reduced meals at 
any time during the school year. 

6. This policy is in the Student Handbook to notify students, parents/guardians of the requirements 
contained in this policy.  This policy will also be published on the District’s website. 
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FREE AND REDUCED PRICE FOOD SERVICES 

Eligible students, as determined by appropriate school officials based on guidelines established under             

the national school lunch program, will be provided nutritionally acceptable meals, snacks & milk at no                

cost or at a reduced cost if they are unable to pay the regular price. We encourage preschool through                   

12 th  grade students to apply for the free and reduced meal program. 

The criteria for determining a student's need and the procedures for securing "no cost" and "reduced                

cost" meals for the student will be outlined and made known each year by the Board of Education. The                   

criteria and procedures are established at the state/federal level. The above quoted reduced prices are               

subject to change pending notification from the State Department. 

The students who participate in "no cost" or "reduced cost" meals will not be distinguished in any way                  

from students who pay the regular price. Their names will not be made known to any person except                  

such staff members as needed to make the special arrangements for the students. 

The price of reduced lunches is $0.40 for all students in grades Pre-K through 12 which include one                  

carton of milk and one carton of juice. The price of reduced breakfasts is $0.30 for all students in grades                    

Pre-K through 12 which also include one carton of milk and one carton of juice. Milk or juice purchased                   

without a school meal cost $0.25. Second meal servings are also offered with the same stipulation as                 

with full price meals mentioned above.  
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Admission Prices  

 

HOME BALLGAME ADMISSIONS 

Softball Free 

Basketball – Adults $3.00 

Basketball – Students K-12 $2.00 

Basketball – preschool Free 

Senior Citizens (62+) that live in the Tina-Avalon R-II School district may be admitted free. 

 

Basketball regular season passes may be purchased (excluding tournaments) as follows: 

Student Pass                                   $8.00 

Adult Pass                                       $16.00 

Single-Parent Family Pass            $24.00 

Two-Parent Family Pass               $35.00 

 

CLAA BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT ADMISSIONS 

Adults  $3.00 

Students K-12 $2.00 

Preschool  Free 

Senior Citizens (62+) (Fall meeting, 2008) Free 
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Early Dismissal Dates – Dismiss at 12:42 
 
Day Date Hours Event 
Fri. 08/31/18 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Labor Day 
Fri. 10/05/18 6, 7, 3, 4, 5 Teacher In-Service 
Thurs. 10/25/18 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Parent/Teacher Conferences 
Fri 11/09/18 6, 7, 3, 4, 5 Teacher In-Service 
Fri. 12/07/18 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Teacher In-Service 
Thurs. 12/19/18 6, 7, 3, 4, 5 Christmas Break 
Fri. 02/15/19 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Teacher In-Service 
Thurs. 03/14/19 6, 7, 3, 4, 5 Parent/Teacher Conferences 
Thurs. 04/18/19 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 Spring Break 
Wed. 05/15/18 6, 7, 3, 4, 5 Last Day of School 
 
NO SCHOOL/Important Dates 
 
Day Date Event 
Mon. 08/13/18 BOE Meeting 
Thurs. 08/16/18 First Day of School 
Fri. 08/31/18 Picture Day (Early Dismiss Day) 
Mon. 09/03/18 NO SCHOOL – Labor Day 
Tues. 09/11/18 BOE Meeting 
Fri. 09/14/18 NO SCHOOL – Consortium 
Wed. 09/19/18 1 st  Quarter Mid-Term 
Thurs. 10/11/18 BOE Meeting 
Fri. 10/19/18 End of 1 st  Quarter  
Thurs. 10/25/18 Parent/Teacher Conferences (1:00-7:00)  
Fri. 10/26/18 NO SCHOOL 
Mon. 11/12/18 BOE Meeting 
Wed. 11/14/18 2 nd  Quarter Mid-Term 
Wed. 11/21-23/18 NO SCHOOL – Thanksgiving Break 
Thurs. 12/13/18 BOE Meeting 
Wed. 12/19/18 End of 2 nd  Quarter (Early Dismiss) 
Thurs. 12/20-01/02 NO SCHOOL – Christmas Break 
Thurs. 01/03/19 School Resumes 
Wed. 01/14/19 BOE Meeting 
Mon. 01/21/19 NO SCHOOL – Martin Luther King Jr. Day ( 1 st  Make-Up Date ) 
Wed. 01/30/19 3 rd  Quarter Mid-Term 
Thurs. 02/14/19 BOE Meeting 
Mon. 02/18/19 NO SCHOOL – President’s Day 
Fri. 03/08/19 End of 3 rd  Quarter 
Thurs. 03/14/19 Parent/Teacher Conferences (1:00-7:00) & BOE Meeting 
Fri. 03/15/19 NO SCHOOL 
Thurs. 04/11/19 BOE Meeting 
Wed. 04/17/19 4 th  Quarter Mid-Term 
Fri. 04/19-22/19 NO SCHOOL – SPRING BREAK (early release 4/18) 
Tues. 05/14/19 BOE Meeting 
Wed. 05/15/19 Last Day of School (Early Dismiss) 
*05/16, 17, 20, 21, 22 – Snow Make-Up Dates 
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2018-2019 Jr. High/High School Class Schedule (revised 05/2018) 

Subject 
Teacher 
Sponsor  

1 st 
8:00-8:50 

2 nd 
8:53-9:43 

 

3 rd 
9:46-10:36 
PreK Lunch 
10:30-10:50 

4 th 
10:39-11:29 

K-3 Lunch 
10:55-11:15 

5 th 
11:32-12:42 

4-6 Lunch 
11:25-11:45 

7-8 Lunch 
11:32-11:52 
9-12 Lunch 
12:22-12:42 

6 th 
12:45-1:35 

7 th 
1:38-2:28 

 

Dragon Hour 
2:31-3:00 

English 
Lauren Lee 
10 th  Grade 

L.A. III 
 
 

11 

L.A. I 
 
 

9 

L.A. II 
 
 

10 

English 
 
 

7 

English 
 
 

8 

Lit. 
Appreciation 

 
11-12 

  

Math 
Charlotte 
Bigler 
7 th  Grade 

Math 
 
 
 

8 

Algebra II 
 
 
 

10-11 

Intermediate 
Algebra 

 
 

9 

 Consumer 
Math 

 
 

11-12 

Math 
 
 
 

7 

Algebra I 
 
 
 

9-10 

 

Science 
Shelia Hesler 
11 th  Grade 

Science 
 
 

7 

*College 
Chemistry 

 
 

12 

Pre-Chemistr
y 
 
 

11 

Physical 
Science 

 
 

9 

Biology 
 
 
 

10 

 Science 
 
 
 

8 

  

History  
John Roberts 

World  
History 

 
 

10 

Current 
Events/Econ 

 
 

11-12 

 History 
 
 
 

8 

History 
 
 
 

7 

American 
History  

 
 

9 

Gov’t 
 
 
 

11 

 

Business 
Susan Rucker 

Web Design/ 
Yearbook 

 
 
 

11-12 

 Explo. 
Keyboarding/

Comp 
Literacy 

 
7/8 

Accounting 
 
 
 
 

12 

Multimedia 
 
 
 
 

9 

Advanced 
Desktop Pub.  

 
 
 

10-12 

Computer 
Applications 

 
 
 

11-12 

 

FACS/Title I 
Rene Trussell 
9 th  Grade 
 

Title I Title I Explo FACS 
 
 

7/8 

PF/Health 
 
 

10 

Child 
Dev/Foods 

 
11-12 

FACS 
 
 

10-12 

  

VO-AG 
Todd Jones 

Ag Science  
 
 
 

9 

Explo Ag. 
 
 
 

7/8 

 
 

AG Science III 
 
 
 

11-12 

AG 
Construction 

 
 

11-12 

AG Science II 
 
 
 

10 

Ag Power 
 
 
 

11-12 

 

Library  
Ronda 
Rucker 
 

Math 
 
 
 

8 

Library Explo. 
Enrichment 

 
 

8/7 

Geometry 
 
 
 

11-12 

Elementary 
Technology 

 
 

4-6 

Elementary 
Technology 

 
 

K-3 

  

Music 
Kelly Warren 
 

Band 
 

 
 

5/6 

Explo. Music 
 
 
 

7/8 

 Choir 
 
 
 

11-12 

Elementary 
Music  

 
 

4-6 

Elementary 
Music 

 
 

K-3 

Band 
 
 
 

7-12 

 

Physical 
Education 
Sean Bard 

Team Sports 
 
 

11-12 

Weights 
 
 

10-12 

Lifetime 
Sports 

 
9-12 

 Elementary 
P.E. 

 
4-6 

Elementary 
P.E 

 
K-3 

P.E. 
 

7-12 

 

Art 
Cindy Harper 
8 th  Grade 

Art I 
 
 
 

9-12 

Drawing & 
Painting 

 
 

10-12 

Exploratory 
Art 

 
 

8/7 

 Elementary 
Art 

 
 

4-6 

Elementary 
Art 

 
 

K-3 

Design  
 
 
 

9-12 

 

Counseling 
Jenni Scott 
 

Elementary 
Counseling 

 
K-6 

Counseling 
 
 

7-8 

At Risk 
 
 

K-12 

A+ 
 
 

9-12 

Elementary 
Counseling 

 
K-6 

At 
Risk/Senior 

Seminar 
9-12 

Tutoring/ 
Cadet 

 
9-12 

 

ITV 
Location 
 

College 
English 
(CMU) 

12 

 Psych/Soc 
(Hale) 

 
11-12 

Pre-Calc 
(T-A) 

 
12 

College 
Algebra 

(T-A) 
11-12 

 Physics 
(Norborne) 

 
11-12 
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Tina-Avalon Sports Schedules 

-Softball (w/ Southwest)- 
 
Day Date Time Opponent 
Fri. 8/24 5:30 @ Braymer 
Mon. 8/27 5:00 @ Slater 
Tues. 9/04 5:30 @ Meadville 
Thurs. 9/06 5:30 @ Hale  
Mon. 9/10 5:30 Bucklin/Macon Co. 
Tues. 9/11 5:30 Hamilton JV 
Thurs. 9/13 5:30 Hardin-Central 
Mon. 9/17-9/20 TBA @ CLAA Tournament – Norborne 
   Tues. 9/25 5:30 @ Winston 
Thurs. 9/27 5:30 Norborne 
Sat. 9/29 TBA @ Norborne Tournament 
Mon. 10/01 5:30 Brunswick 
Thurs. 10/04 5:30 @ Polo 
Mon. 10/08 5:30 Northwestern 
Wed. 10/10-10/16 TBA Districts – TBA 
 

-H.S. Football (w/ Southwest & Hale)- 

Day Date Time Opponent 

Fri. 8/24 7:00 @ Tarkio w/ Fairfax 
Fri. 8/31 7:00 South Holt w/ Nodaway-Holt 
Fri. 9/07 7:00 @ DeKalb 
Fri. 9/14 7:00 Mound City w/ Craig 
Fri. 9/21 7:00 @ Stewartsville w/ Osborn 
Fri. 9/28 7:00 South Nodaway w/ Jefferson 
Fri. 10/05 7:00 Rock Port 
Fri. 10/12 7:00 @ North Nodaway w/ West Nodaway 
Fri. 10/19 7:00 @ Norborne w/ Hardin-Central 
Fri. 10/26 7:00 DISTRICTS – TBA 
 

-J.H. Football (w/Southwest & Hale)- 
 
Day Date Time Opponent 
Mon. 9/10 6:00 Kansas City East 
Mon. 9/17 6:00 Norborne 
Mon. 9/24 6:00 Braymer w/ Breckenridge 
Mon. 10/01 6:00 @ Wellington-Napolean 
Mon. 10/08 6:00 Pattonsburg w/ Gilman City & N. Harrison 
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-J.H. Girls/Boys Basketball- 
*Girls game will be played first, followed by boys 
 
Day Date Time Opponent 
Thurs. 10/11 6:00 @ Meadville 
Mon. 10/15-10/20 TBA CLAA Tournament – Hale 
Mon 10/22 6:00 @ Keytesville 
Tues. 10/23 6:00 Hale 
Thurs. 10/25 6:00 @ Braymer 
Mon. 10/29 6:00 Northwestern 
Tues. 10/30 6:00 Hardin-Central 
Thurs 11/1 6:00 Norborne 
Sat. 11/3-11/9 TBA @ Norborne Tournament 
Tues. 11/13 6:00 @ Brunswick 
Wed. 11/14 6:00 Breckenridge 
Fri. 11/16 6:00 Southwest 
 

-H.S. Girls/Boys Basketball- 
*Girls game will be played first, followed by boys 
 
Day Date Time Opponent 
Mon. 11/19 6:00 Braymer 
Tues. 11/27 6:00 @ Santa Fe 
Thurs. 11/29 6:00 @ Carrollton 
Fri. 12/07 6:00 Keytesville 
Tues. 12/11 6:00 Newtown-Harris  
Fri. 12/14 6:00 @ Brunswick 
Mon. 12/17 6:00 @ Northwestern 
Wed. 12/19-28 TBA @ HOLIDAY HOOPS (one game) 
Fri. 01/04 6:00 @ Hardin Central 
Tues. 01/08 6:00 Breckenridge 
Thurs. 01/10 6:00 @ Norborne 
Tues. 01/15 6:00 Grundy County 
Thurs. 01/17 6:00 @ Southwest 
Fri. 01/08 6:00 Orrick 
Mon. 1/21-1/26 TBA @ MEADVILLE TOURNAMENT 
Mon. 01/28 6:00 Meadville 
Tues. 01/29 6:00 Hale 
Mon. 2/2-2/09 TBA CLAA TOURNAMENT  (hosted by Tina-Avalon) 
Tues. 02/12 6:00 @ Polo 
Thurs. 02/14 6:00 Linn County 
Sat. 2/17-2/24 TBA DISTRICTS  
 

*Spring sports schedules will be decided at Fall Consortium Meeting.  

*Baseball will Co-Op with Southwest. 
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Upper Elementary Special Classes 

11:52-12:42 (5 th  Hour) 
 ( Fridays will rotate every quarter ) 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
4 th  Grade Music/PE Art Music/PE Tech Music/PE 
5 th  Grade PE/Music Tech PE/Music Art PE/Music 
6 th  Grade Art PE/Music Tech Music/PE Art 

 

Lower Elementary Special Classes  

12:45-1:35 (6 th  Hour) 
( Fridays will rotate every quarter ) 

 

 Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Kindergarten PE/Music Art PE/Music Tech PE/Music 
1 st  Grade Music/PE Tech Music/PE Art Music/PE 
2 nd  Grade Art PE/Music Tech PE/Music Art 
3 rd  Grade Tech Music/PE Art Music/PE Tech 

 

 
 
Lunch Shifts Recess 
PreK 10:30-10:50 9:30-9:50 
K – 3 rd  10:55-11:15 11:25-11:45 
4 th  – 6 th 11:25-11:45 11:05-11:25 (4 th -6 th ) 
 
Counseling 8:05-8:30 8:53-9:13 1:40-2:05   
Monday 4 7    
Tuesday 5 8 1   
Wednesday 6 2   
Thursday K  3   
Friday   
 
Library 8:55-9:10 9:15-9:30  
Monday 4 2  
Tuesday 5 3   
Wednesday 6   
Thursday 1    
Friday K 
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Tina-Avalon R-II School District 
Chain of Command 

 
 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Direct Authority 

Cooperative 
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EMERGENCY SCHOOL CLOSINGS OR DELAYED STARTING TIME 

Should it become necessary to close school by reason of weather or other emergencies, the               

superintendent may order the closing of the school. Notification of such closings will be given to the                 

staff, students and public under the plan of notification developed by the superintendent and approved               

by the Board. The superintendent encourages the staff, parents/guardians, and students to sign-up for              

Dragon TextCaster and/or to listen to the following radio and television stations for notification of               

school closings due to inclement weather:  

Radio Stations : 

KAOL   1430    AM Carrollton KGOZ       101.7     FM      Gallatin 
KMZU  100.7    FM Carrollton KMMO    102.9     FM      Marshall 
KCHI    1010    AM Chillicothe KTTN        92.3      FM      Trenton 
KCHI     98.5    FM Chillicothe 

 
Television Stations: 
 

KQ 2 – St. Joseph KCTV 5 – Kansas City 
FOX 4 – Kansas City KMBC 9 – Kansas City 
 

The superintendent will also have the authority to delay the opening of school or to dismiss early                 
because of weather conditions and other emergencies. If there is a delay in the opening of the school                  
day, breakfast will not be served and preschool will be cancelled for that day. 
 
If the district’s school is dismissed due to inclement weather after school has been in session for three or                   

more hours, that day shall count as a full day including kindergarten. If school has been in session for                   

two or more hours and less than three hours, that session shall be counted as one half day. When the                    

total hours lost due to inclement weather exceeds 12 hours, the time must be made up in half or full day                     

additions to the school term. 

On days when school is not in session because of inclement weather, there will be no student-related                  

activities in the school buildings. 

Title IX 

Tina-Avalon is in compliance with Title IV of the Federal Education Amendment which provides that “no 

person shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, or denied the benefits of, or be 

subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal financial 

assistance. 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

The information contained in the Student Handbook is a partial condensation of information contained 

in Tina-Avalon R-II School Policy, which has been approved by the Board of Education.  Information 

contained in the School Policy Manual is in addition to and supersedes information contained within the 

Student Handbook. 
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STUDENT POLICY GOALS 
Students and their educational programs are the major concerns of the Tina-Avalon R-II School District.               
They must receive the primary attention of the Board and all staff members of the district. To this end,                   
the Board and the professional and support staff shall work together to establish an environment               
conducive to quality educational opportunities for district students.  
 

In providing educational programs to its students, the Board seeks to achieve the following student               

related goals. 

✓ Adapt the instructional program in order to provide appropriately for each student according to              
specific background, capabilities, learning styles, interests and aspirations. 

✓ Protect and observe the legal rights of students. 
✓ Enhance the self-image of students by helping them feel respected and worthy through a learning               

environment, which provides positive encouragement and opportunities for frequent success. 
✓ Provide an environment of reality in which students can develop personal and civic responsibility for               

their actions through meaningful experiences as school citizens. 
✓ Deal with students in matters of school discipline in a just and a constructive manner. 
✓ Provide for the safety, health and welfare of students. 
✓ Promote faithful attendance and good quality classroom work. 
 

ENROLLMENT 
After a review of records, any student enrolling at Tina-Avalon may be required to take an academic                 
achievement test. 
 

WITHDRAWAL FROM SCHOOL 
The following procedures should be followed when withdrawing from school: 
The student will: 

1. Notify the principal of his/her intent to leave the school and receive a check out sheet. 
2. Return all books and equipment owned by the school. 
3. Pay all fees, fines, or dues outstanding against him/her. 

 
EQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 
Each student, being limited only by individual differences, should be given the opportunity to develop               
and achieve to the maximum extent possible. Therefore, the Tina-Avalon R-II School will foster an               
educational environment that provides equal educational opportunities for all students. 
Educational programs, services, vocational opportunities and extracurricular activities will be designed           

to meet the varying needs of all students and will not discriminate against any individual for reasons of                  

race, creed, color, sex, national origin, economic status or handicap. 

NON-RESIDENT PUPILS 
Students that are forced to leave the district for short period because of problems within the family may                  
attend Tina-Avalon R-II School for a period of time, tuition free, upon the approval of the                
superintendent.  
 
Students residing outside the Tina-Avalon R-II School District boundaries will be allowed to attend 

Tina-Avalon R-II contingent upon meeting all eligibility requirements and upon payment of: 

Kindergarten - Grade 6 - $1,000 per year ($500 for each additional child in the household)  
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Grades 7 – 12 - $1,500 per year ($750 for each additional child in the household) 

***Tuition not to exceed $2000 per household 

The Board approved the following schedule for payment of the above tuition: March-2013 

One fourth of the tuition due 15 August of each year, One fourth of the tuition due 15 November of  

One fourth of the tuition due 15 February of each year, One fourth of the tuition due 15 April of each 

year  

Tuition payments must be made by the date above or a payment plan arranged through the 

superintendent.  Failure to make payment will result in dismissal from the Tina-Avalon School.  A 

non-resident student will not be allowed to attend school at Tina-Avalon R-II until the first tuition 

payment is made.  The tuition will be prorated for a student enrolling at Tina-Avalon R-II School during 

the year.  

*DAILY SCHEDULE 

School begins promptly at 8:00 a.m. All students are to be present in their classrooms at this time. If a                    
student arrives at school after the first period tardy bell rings, the student is to report to the office                   
before proceeding to their classroom.  School will be dismissed at 3:00 p.m. 

SCHOOL VISITORS 
A security system has been put in place and all doors will lock after the second bell rings and remained                    
lock throughout the entire day. Anyone wanting to enter the school will have to use the intercom                 
system outside the elementary doors. REMINDER:  All visitors (guests, relatives and parents) are             
required to check in at the office upon entering the building. We do not want classes interrupted.                 
Therefore, we request that you do not go to classrooms or walk around the building without a school                  
official. We thank you for understanding that we want the very best for our students! When you need                  
to conference with an administrator or teachers, please make an appointment so that we can set aside                 
time for you.  

STUDENT DRESS CODE  
The Board of Education expects student dress and grooming to be neat, clean and in good taste so that                   
each student may share in promoting a positive, healthy and safe atmosphere within the school district. 
 

*Student dress and grooming will be the responsibility of the individual and parents/guardians, within              

the following guidelines: 

1. Dress and grooming will be clean and in keeping with health, sanitary and safety requirements. 
2. Dress and grooming will not disrupt the teaching/learning process or cause undue attention to 

an individual student. 
3. Class activities, which present a concern for student safety, may require the student to adjust               

hair and/or clothing during a class period in the interest of maintaining safety standards. 
4. Additional dress regulations may be imposed upon students participating in certain           

extracurricular activities. 
5. Shoes and shirts are to be worn at all times.  
6. Hair is to be clean and well groomed.  
7. Shorts may be worn the regular school day providing they extend to the middle of the thigh.                 

Culottes, split skirts, etc., will be allowed throughout the year and must also extend to the                
middle of the thigh. 

8. Shirts that promote alcohol, tobacco, drugs, or that are suggestive or distasteful will not be               
allowed. All shirts must be of proper length and buttoned appropriately. Spaghetti strapped             
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tops, halter tops, tube tops, and low-cut shirts are not allowed. 
9. Undergarments are not to be visible. (This includes shirts where the sleeves are cut out). 

10. The wearing of caps, hats, and other headgear inside the school building is not courteous and is                 
not allowed. 

*** When, in the judgment of the principal, a student's appearance or mode of dress disrupts the 

educational process, or constitutes a threat to health or safety, the student may be required to make 

modifications. 

*ATTENDANCE POLICY 
Regular attendance is necessary for successful work in school.  A child who is frequently absent loses 
much valuable class instruction and participation.  Law, State Department of Education and the local 
Board of Education require attendance accounting.  All regulations listed are for the purpose of meeting 
these policies, and at the same time, help students secure the finest education possible.  School 
attendance affects all students.  If individuals are absent from class an excessive amount of time, the 
teacher cannot do an effective job because time is taken from those students who are regularly in 
attendance and want to learn and is given to those students who are habitually absent.  
 

School attendance is directly correlated with learning and academic success.  Students with good 
attendance generally achieve higher grades, enjoy school and school activities more, and stand a much 
better chance of success following high school.  It is therefore the intent of the Tina-Avalon R-II School 
District to have each student attend school every day that he/she is physically and mentally capable of 
learning.  
 
For the purpose of attendance, a school day will be defined as eight (8) class periods.  
 
*Students will be allowed five (5) days of absence per semester with no penalty.  The days allowed per 
semester are not accumulative and may not be added on to another semester.  Office personnel will 
contact parent/guardian as a courtesy reminder of their student’s missed days.  Students with more 
than five (5) days absence in a given semester will immediately lose the privilege of participating in 
any extra-curricular or co-curricular activities until they have made up the prescribed number of 
hours.    (The senior trip is excluded from this as it is considered a field trip rather than an extra-curricular 
activity).   Students will be required to make up five (5) hours during school sponsored zero hours, 9th 
hours or Saturday school, for each day absent in excess of five (5) in a given semester.  Seniors must 
have hours completed to be eligible to participate in Commencement exercises .   Undergraduates with 
hours must be completed before the next school year .  
***A+ students:  In order to maintain A+ eligibility you must maintain a 95% attendance record.   On 
average, you will be allowed to miss (8) days per year. (NOT 10)  
 
Students who violate the attendance policy could be turned into the Carroll County Juvenile Office. 
Students who are absent for more than half a day of school because of illness will not be allowed at                    
extra-curricular activities that evening unless approved by administration. 
 
Seniors who choose not to attend the senior trip are expected to be at school that week of senior trip . 
 
Students with excessive absences due to an accident or extended illness may be eligible for homebound                
services. 
 
Absences due to school sponsored or school-sanctioned activities are not considered absences for the              
purpose of the attendance policy.  
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Students will be allowed two (2) half days for the purpose of taking their driver’s test. The student must                   
inform the principal prior to taking the test and upon returning to school must provide proof of taking                  
the test.  
 
*Seniors will be allowed two (2) days for college/military/technical schools visit.  The visit MUST be               
deemed for educational purposes for the T-A student. The student must inform the Principal prior to                
making the visit and upon returning to school must provide proof of the visit.  
 
*Juniors will be allowed one (1) day for college/military/technical schools visit.  The visit MUST be               
deemed for educational purposes for the T-A student. The student must inform the Principal prior to                
making the visit and upon returning to school must provide proof of the visit.  
 
*Students will be allowed days missed for immediate family members’ funeral. They will be allowed days                
as followed: 

5 days allowed with no penalty for parents, siblings or guardians 
3 days allowed with no penalty for grandparents, aunts, uncles or cousins 

 
 
The terms "excused” and “unexcused" will not be used.   (Exception: Days in which a student is 
hospitalized, visits to the emergency room or has out-patient surgery will be considered excused.) 
Notes from home will only be required if the school office and parent/guardian have not made contact 
concerning the absence.  However, a note is required if the student plans to leave school during the 
school day. Under normal circumstances, students other than siblings will not be allowed to leave school 
together while school is in session.  Students leaving school early must either drive them or be picked up 
by a parent/guardian or a responsible relative.  
 
The Superintendent may excuse an employee or a student’s absence for the purpose of visiting with a 
parent or legal guardian who is an active duty member of the uniformed services and has been called to 
duty for, is on leave from, or immediately returned from deployment to a combat zone or combat 
support posting. 

*STEPS TO FOLLOW WHEN ABSENT 
Please phone the school office by 8:30 a.m. when your child is going to be absent.  If a telephone call is 
not possible, send a written explanation of the absence to the principal or his/her designee on the day 
he/she returns to school.  You may telephone the office 24 hours a day at 660-622-4211, as voice mail is 
available.  It is the student’s responsibility to make up all missed assignments.  Assignments that are not 
made up will be reflected in your child’s grades. 
 
LEAVING SCHOOL GROUNDS DURING THE SCHOOL DAY 
Please inform office personnel if your child will need to leave school early.  Parents/guardians will need 
to sign out the student in the office.  The secretary or principal will notify the classroom teacher that the 
student is being checked out and will ask the student to come to the office. 
 
DISMISSAL 
Parents/guardians who are picking up students at the end of the school day are asked to wait by the                   
south door or in their cars. If you come into the building for your child, please wait for the teachers to                     
walk the students down the hall.  This will alleviate unnecessary traffic in the hallways.  
Please send a note, contact via school communications (email, DoJo) or call the school if your child is                  

not going home by the usual means.  
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STUDENT DISMISSAL PRECAUTIONS 

The Tina-Avalon R-II School is legally responsible for the safety of its students during the school day. 

Therefore, the building principal will establish procedures to validate requests for early dismissal to 

assure that students are released only for proper reasons and only to authorize person(s). 

Staff members shall not excuse any student from school prior to the end of the school day, or into any 

person's custody without the direct prior approval and knowledge of the building principal or his/her 

designee.  In keeping with these precautions, the following procedures will be followed. 

➢ The building principal or his/her designee shall not excuse a student before the end of the school                 
day without a request for early dismissal by the student's parent or guardian. 

➢ Telephone requests for early dismissal of a student shall be honored only if the caller can be                 
positively identified as the student's parent or guardian. 

➢ Children of single parent families will be released only upon the request of the custodial parent, i.e.,                 
the parent who the court holds directly responsible for the child and who is identified as such on the                   
school record. 

Additional precautions may be taken by the school administration appropriate to the age of students               

and as needs arise. 

*TARDIES 

Tardiness creates a classroom disruption by interrupting the educational process. Thus, tardies will be              

considered as a disciplinary referral and will be dealt with accordingly. Tardiness to school will be                

considered no later than  8:00 . Anytime a student is late to school past  8:00 , a tardy will be given.  

Tardies are those that occur when a student arrives in a classroom after the classroom tardy bell. 

Students will be allowed two (2) tardies per semester with no penalty.  The third tardy during a given 

semester and every tardy thereafter, will result in a 1/2 hour detention to be served during zero hour, 

9 th  hour, or Saturday school.  After a total of seven (7) tardies in a given semester the student will 

immediately lose the privilege of participating in any extra-curricular or co-curricular activities until they 

have made up the prescribed number of hours.  

YEARLY PERFECT ATTENDANCE CRITERIA  

✓ No more than a total of six hours absent accumulated throughout the school year. 
✓ No more than three consecutive hours absent. 
✓ No more than a total of 8 tardies accumulated throughout the school year. 
✓ Students will be allowed days missed for immediate family members’ funeral. They will be allowed               

days as followed: 
5 days allowed with no penalty for parents, siblings or guardians 
3 days allowed with no penalty for grandparents, aunts, uncles or cousins 

QUARTERLY PERFECT ATTENDENCE CRITERIA 

✓ Students may not miss any class time. Any time missed will result in forfeiture of quarterly perfect 
attendance party. 

 
CELL PHONES 
Developments in cell phone technology in recent years have resulted in enhanced communication 
opportunities.  However, the use of cell phones in schools poses increasing risks of school disruptions, 
bullying, criminal activity, and academic dishonesty.  The uses of cell phones are not allowed during the 
school day and must be turned off and/or put away.  The use of a cell phone to call a parent/guardian or 
receive a call from a parent/guardian, in a non-emergency situation is not allowed without prior 
permission from an administrator. If the student or parent needs to call one another please use the 
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school phone. Students who violate this policy are subject to the Tina-Avalon R-II School District 
Discipline Policy. 

MOVIES 

Movies will be shown periodically throughout the year by the staff at Tina-Avalon R-II. Permission slips                

will be sent home to get permission for students to view any movies that contain controversial subject                 

matter.  

ANTI-BULLYING  
The Tina-Avalon School District is committed to maintaining a learning and working environment free of 
any form of bullying/cyber bullying or intimidation by students toward district personnel or students on 
school grounds, or school time, at a school sponsored activity or in a school related context.  Bullying is 
the intentional action by an individual or group of individuals to inflict physical, emotional or mental 
suffering on another individual or group of individuals.  The Tina-Avalon School District does not allow 
prohibiting or harassment and/or bullying on the basis of sex, race, color, national origin and/or 
disability.  
Bullying/Cyber bullying occurs when a student: 

● -Bullying and cyber bullying is the intentional action by an individual or group of individuals to 

inflict physical, emotional or mental suffering on another individual or group of individuals. 

● -Communicates with another by any means including telephone, writing or via electronic 

communications, intention to intimidate, or inflict physical, emotional, or mental harm without 

legitimate purpose, or 

-Physically contacts another person with the intent to intimidate or to inflict physical, emotional, or 

mental harm without legitimate purpose.  Physical contact does not require physical touching, although 

touching may be included. 

Interventions for Bullying/Cyber Bullying 

● -A student who has been bullied or cyber bullied shall properly report such incidents to any staff 

member. 

● -Complaints of bullying or cyber bullying will be investigated promptly and corrective action shall 

be taken when a complaint is verified.  Neither reprisals nor retaliation shall occur as a result of 

the submission of a complaint. 

● -Students who are found to have violated this policy will be subject to the Tina-Avalon R-II 

School District Discipline Policy.  The Superintendent may reduce the length of suspension for 

students based upon the facts in each case. 

● -The School District will annually inform students that bullying or cyber bullying of students will 

not be tolerated. 

● -All forms of bullying are unacceptable and to the extent that such actions are disruptive to the 

educational process of the School District, offenders shall be subject to appropriate staff 

interventions, which may result in administrative discipline.  

CARE OF SCHOOL PROPERTY BY STUDENTS  
Students are expected to take reasonable care of school property. Any student who carelessly or 
intentionally defaces or damages school property shall be required to pay for all damages and may be 
subject to additional disciplinary action.  A copy of the student discipline code follows in this handbook. 
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Failure to pay for damages shall result, after due notification of parent or guardian, in the student being                  

suspended from school with readmission only upon application to the Board of Education. 

According to state law, parents or guardians of juveniles under the age of 18 are responsible for                 

vandalism, loss or damage caused by their children up to an amount of $2,000.00. In default of                 

payment, the case shall be reported to the proper legal authorities or filed in small claims court. 

● Damaging, Defacing or Abusing School Property – Damages to be repaid by student or              
suspension from school until said damages are paid.  

● Stealing (of any type) – First offense - Three (3) days suspension. Second offense – up to ten                  
(10) days suspension.  Third offense – up to 90 days suspension. 

TRUANCY 

Students who are absent from school without the knowledge and consent of their parents/guardians 

and the administration, or students who leave school during any session without the consent of the 

principal, shall be considered truant.  Students may also be considered truant if they have accumulated 

excessive unjustifiable absences, even with the consent of parent/guardians.  Students who violate this 

policy will be subject to the Tina-Avalon R-II School District Discipline Policy. 

TINA-AVALON R-II GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 

The board will require four years attendance (8 semesters in grades 9 and above), but may authorize 

exceptions to the four-year attendance requirements under certain conditions specified by the local 

Board of Education.  Any senior electing to graduate early will be required to present their case to the 

board of education at a regular board meeting.  If the board chooses to waive the 8 semesters of 

attendance then the senior will not be allowed to participate in activities or athletics associated with 

Tina-Avalon School District, will not be allowed to attend the prom, senior trip, and will not be allowed 

participate in the graduation ceremony. 

Seniors will not be allowed to participate in graduation ceremonies if all outstanding bills have not been                 

paid or if all attendance, tardy, discipline matters, etc. have not been resolved. 

*SPECIFIC GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS 

Starting the 2018-2019 school year: 

Graduation requirements for Tina-Avalon shall be a minimum of 28 units of credit for seniors (class of                  

’19) and juniors (class of ’20) completed during grades nine and above unless you attend Vo-tech school.                 

Graduation requirements for sophomores (class of ’21) shall be a minimum of 27 units of credit and shall                  

be 26 units of credit for freshmen (class of ’22.)  

Students attending VoTech (1) year will be receive one less unit of credit. Students that attend (2) years                  

of VoTech will receive two less units of credit. Breakdown of students that attend VoTech are as                 

followed: Seniors (class of ’19) and Juniors (class of ’20) will be required to complete 27 or 26 units of                    

credit depending on years attending VoTech. Sophomores (class of ’21) will be required to complete 26                

or 25 units of credit depending on years attending VoTech. Freshman (class of ’22) will be required to                  

complete 25 or 24 units of credit depending on years attending VoTech. 

Vo-tech                     Vo-tech                  Current    State  
(one year)                  (two years) 

Communication Arts 4 units      4 units  4 units  4 units  
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Social Studies 3 units     3 units 3 units   3 units  

Mathematics 3 units     3 units 3 units   3 units  

Science 3 units     3 units 3 units   3 units  

Fine Arts 1 unit     1 unit  1 unit   1 unit  

Practical Arts 2 units     2 units  2 units   1 unit  

Physical Education 1 unit     1 unit  1 unit   1 unit  

Personal Finance .5 unit     .5 unit  .5 unit  .5 unit  

Health .5 unit     .5 unit  .5 unit  .5 unit   

Electives 8 (7) units    8 (7,6) units  10 (9,8) units   7 units   

Advanced Electives 0 units     0 units  0 units    0 units  

 

In addition to the program of study for graduation, a student must pass a course in American History,                  

Missouri and the United States Constitutions tests, and Civics test.  

HOMEWORK 

In order to achieve the educational objectives of the Tina-Avalon Schools, the home and school need to 

work together in a close partnership.  Homework assignments should be done in an amount and 

frequency determined on the basis of student needs. 

Homework is an opportunity for parents to really become involved with the child’s education.  Parents 

can help by providing the right atmosphere for studying.  Some of the following are suggested:  

1. Limit television watching.  
2. Provide a good work area.  This means good lightning, a desk to work at, the tools needed, 

and a quiet area in which to work.  
3. Agree on a regularly scheduled “homework time”. 

 

Students serving an in-school suspension or out-of-school suspension will be allowed to do assigned 

work/homework during the time they are suspended.  Parents must pick up homework.    Said work must 

be turned in during the first day following the period of suspension in order to be received for credit.  

Tests/quizzes will be made up at a time that is convenient for student and teacher in a timely manner. 

For students attending a school sponsored activity, the student will be required to turn in their said 

work at the discretion of the teacher.  If a student is sick, the student will have one day for every day 

missed to turn in their homework.  

PROGRESS REPORTS 
At the end of 1 st  quarter and 3 rd  quarter we will hold Parent/Teacher conferences. The Parent/Guardian 
may pick up student grades then, if the Parent/Guardian is unable to attend, the grade cards will be 
given to the student.  1 st  quarter and 3 rd  quarter midterm grades along with 4 th  quarter/2 nd  semester 
grades will be mailed home. All others will go home with students on the appropriate days.    All 
elementary grade cards will be sent home with the student except for 4 th  quarter which will be mailed 
home.   If a student has an outstanding bill, overdue library book or if attendances, tardy, discipline 
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matters, etc. have not been resolved, then the 4th quarter and 2nd semester grade cards will be held at 
the office. 
 

PARENT PORTAL 
Parents will have access to the Tyler SIS K-12 parent portal.  This means that parents/guardians will be 
able to view their child’s academic progress, attendance, and discipline history via the internet. 
Parents/guardians will only be able to view their child(s) information. Once the parent/guardian has 
been given their username and password, they, not the Tina-Avalon School District will be 
responsible/liable for that information. 

HONOR ROLL CRITERIA 

A Honor Roll – Average of all grades must equal no less than an A- and the student cannot receive a                     

grade lower than a B- 

B Honor Roll – Average of all grades must equal no less than a B- and the student cannot receive a grade                      

lower than a C- 

*weighted grades will be utilized when determining honor roll 

GRADING SCALE  

The following grading scale was approved in December 2002.  Weighted grading scale was approved in 

June 2009.  Weighted classes are college courses that offer college credit and must follow the 

curriculum provided by the college.  The grading scales for weighted and regular courses are as follows: 

Wt. Course Reg. Course Letter Percent 
4.33 4.0 A 96-100 
4.00 3.67 A- 90-95 
3.66 3.33 B+ 87-89 
3.33 3.0 B 83-86 
3.00 2.67 B- 80-82 
2.66 2.33 C+ 77-79 
2.33 2.0 C 73-76 
2.00 1.67 C- 70-72 
1.66 1.33 D+ 67-69 
1.33 1.0 D 63-66 
1.0 .67 D- 60-62 
.67 .00 F 0-59 
 
VALEDICTORIAN/SALUTATORIAN 
Valedictorian and Salutatorian will be determined by class rank utilizing the regular course and weighted 
course 4.0 grading scale.  
 

ITV CLASS RECOMMENDATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 

✓ Students will be required to sign an ITV Two-Way interactive agreement. 
✓ Students taking classes for college credit are required to meet specific guidelines established by 

each university. 
✓ Students taking classes for high school credit shall have a GPA of 3.0 or higher. 
✓ Tina-Avalon School Administration reserves the right to adjust each students schedule to benefit 

the needs of the student and classroom atmosphere.  
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7 TH  AND 8 TH  PROMOTION AND RETENTION 

7 TH  & 8 TH  Grade- If a student in the 7 th  or 8 th  grade shall fail 4 of 8 core subjects (Math, Science, English, 

Social Studies) in a current school year, that student shall be retained in the same grade for the next 

succeeding school year. 

*ACADEMIC REQUIREMENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

The grades of all students will be reviewed at the end of each quarter (excluding 4th quarter) and at 

each designated mid-term.  Any student who has an F in any current course may not attend any 

extracurricular activity during the regular school day.  A student who has an F in any current course may 

attend extracurricular activities outside the regular school day but will be ineligible to participate in 

extracurricular activities for seven (7) days  and  nights beginning  on the quarter or mid-term release  day. 

There will be an exception during Christmas vacation at which time the period of ineligibility will not 

begin until school resumes and will be a mandatory (7) day ineligibly ONLY.  At any time, following the 

mandatory seven (7) day period of ineligibility, the student will regain eligibility when the averaged 

grade is raised to above an F. 

*For the purpose of this policy, extracurricular activities will be defined as any activity in which student                 

participation is optional. 

CO-CURRICULAR AND EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES PROGRAM 

The Board of Education believes that student activities sponsored by the Tina-Avalon School are a vital 

part of the total educational program and should be used as a means of developing wholesome 

attitudes and good human relations, as well as knowledge and skills.  The Board further recognizes that 

not all of the district's goals and objectives can be met in formal classroom study.  Therefore, the 

district's extracurricular activities program provides opportunities for student participation in activities 

designed to meet leisure, recreational, social and emotional interests and needs. 

Extracurricular activities will be those organized and supervised activities conducted under the 

jurisdiction of the school district which primarily involve students in activities occurring outside 

academic class time, for which no units of credit are awarded.  These activities shall provide for 

individual, small group and/or student body participation. 

All extracurricular activities must have a duly appointed sponsor, advisor or coach.  It shall be the duty of 

such individuals to attend all meetings, functions, or practices of the various groups, to advise students 

regarding the proper conduct of affairs, and to keep the building principal informed regarding activities. 

No team or other group of pupils shall leave the Tina-Avalon School for any interscholastic game or 

interschool activity unless accompanied by a coach, director or someone delegated by the principal who 

shall remain with the team or group until it returns to the school; and the team or group shall at all 

times be subject to the authority of the person(s) accompanying them.  The coach, director or delegated 

person in charge shall remain at school until all individuals have been picked up by a parent or designee. 

All participants are required to travel with the team or organization to the extra-curricular event. 

With prior approval, an exception may be made by an administrator for situations that may arise.  

The following are to be considered extracurricular activities: 

✓ Student government and its related activities and organizations 
✓ Music festivals or contests, speech contests, debates, and dramatic contests 
✓ Organized activities which are part of interscholastic athletics 
✓ All types of interscholastic/inter-school competition  
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✓ Cheerleading activities (Tryouts – 7th, 8th and 9th grade students will be allowed to try out for the 
junior high cheerleading squad.  10 th , 11 th  & 12th grade students will be allowed to try out for the 
high school squad.  The administration may, at their discretion, allow 9th grade students to try out 
for the high school squad if circumstances warrant, in order to allow for participation of the 
maximum number of students.) 

✓ National Honor Society (In order to remain a member in good standing of the National Honor 
Society, the Tina-Avalon Chapter of the National Honor Society will abide by all procedures and 
regulations dictated by the most current National Honor Society Handbook) 

✓ Special interest clubs 
 

Any program of extracurricular activities in the Tina-Avalon School District shall be governed by the 

following guidelines. 

✓ Student participation should be on a voluntary basis 
✓ Students may belong to and take part in all extracurricular activities for which qualified, regardless 

of race, sex, religion, handicap, or national origin. 
✓ Students in interscholastic athletics and cheerleading must comply with all regulations established 

by the district and the Missouri State High School Activities Association (MSHSAA). 
✓ Students in interscholastic athletics and cheerleading must not show any visible body art or tattoos. 

If the student has mentioned items they must wear sleeves or a tape patch over area of discretion in 
order to participate.  

✓ Student activity funds should be used for purposes that benefit the student body of the school. 
✓ Student activity programs should develop feelings of student loyalty, pride and responsibility to the 

school. 
✓ All extracurricular activities shall be scheduled in advance with the building administrator and 

booked on the school calendar. The request for scheduling must be in writing on the forms provided 
and include date, time, place and sponsor of activity. 

 

The Board will monitor the district's extracurricular activities program through the authority it extends 

to the superintendent and principal, to authorize and administer it in keeping with this policy and Board 

approved regulations. 

Any student, who represents the school in any type of extra-curricular activity, must be present for at 

least one school session (morning or afternoon) on the day when the activity is held, unless otherwise 

excused by the principal. 

EXTRACURRICULAR CODE OF CONDUCT 
The Tina-Avalon (District) extracurricular programs are intended to supplement the educational 
experience.  Participation in extracurricular activities is a privilege, not an entitlement.  Participants are 
expected to conform to a higher standard of conduct than is applicable to non-participants.  Participants 
serve as representatives and leaders of the school and are expected to set a positive example for other 
students.  
The Tina-Avalon District has established this Extracurricular Code of Conduct (“Code of Conduct”) so that 
students and their parents/legal guardians will be aware of the behavioral expectations of those 
students who participate in extracurricular activities at District.  The effective cooperation of 
parents/legal guardians and their participation in the enforcement of this Code of Conduct are vital to 
ensuring that students follow the rules and avoid behaviors that are damaging to the students 
themselves and the community.  
 
Therefore, every participant must abide by the following rules. 
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1. A participant must meet the eligibility requirements set out by the Missouri State High School 
Activities Association (MSHSAA) and must conform to all applicable MSHSAA rules and 
regulations.  

 
2. A participant must meet any additional eligibility requirements as determined by the local area 

athletic conference or academic conference and must conform to all applicable conference rules 
and regulations.  

 
3. A participant must conform to District eligibility requirements, rules, regulations and standards 

for participation as set forth below and as set forth in District policies and regulations.  
 

4. A participant must be a good and credible school citizen as set forth below and as set forth in 
District policies and regulations. 

 
5. ALL OTHER STUDENT DISCIPLINE POLICIES REMAIN IN EFFECT:   All policies that apply to the 

regular school day apply also to extracurricular activities.  Thus, a student who violates District 
or school discipline policies, as detailed in the applicable parent/student handbook and/or 
Board policy, is subject to disciplinary action in addition to the consequences for misconduct set 
forth in this Code of Conduct.  

 
6. SPONSOR/COACH-IMPOSED RULES:  The management of an extracurricular activity is the 

responsibility of the coach or sponsor who is in charge of the selection of participants and the 
extent of their participation.  Each coach/sponsor may also establish additional written 
guidelines for their activities.  These guidelines shall be presented orally and in written format. 
A copy of such guidelines shall be kept on file with the building principal.  

 
CODE OF CONDUCT:   Students desiring to participate in programs covered under this Code of Conduct, 

as well as parents,  must sign a card stating they are aware of, understand, and agree to abide 
by the rules of conduct that apply to these activities.  

 
7. GOOD CITIZENSHIP:   A participant must demonstrate  good citizenship in the school and 

community .  In addition to complying with this Code of Conduct, participants must conform to 
all general school rules and regulations and rules established by the coach/sponsor for the 
activity in which he/she is participating.  Participants must also comply with the laws of the 
community. 

 
a. A participant shall  not  be eligible to participate in any extracurricular activity while serving an 

out-of-school suspension.  A student who receives an in-school suspension will not be allowed 
to participate until the entire suspension has been served. 

 
b. A participant who withdraws from school following the administration’s decision to impose a 

long- term suspension shall not be eligible to participate in extracurricular activities for 365 
days from the date of withdrawal. 

 
c. A participant being removed from any activity for disciplinary reasons will be brought under 

advisement of the activities/athletics director, sponsor in charge and/or principal; and 
appropriate action will be taken, which may result in exclusion from other activities in which the 
student is a participant. 

 
d. A participant removed from class for misbehavior on the day of a scheduled event may be 

ineligible to participate in the event.  The decision will be solely within the discretion of the 
principal or principal’s designee. 
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8. DEFINITIONS:   For the purposes of this Code of Conduct, the following specific definitions will 
apply.  Students and their parents/legal guardians are expected to understand these definitions. 
Ignorance of these definitions will not be a defense to a violation of this Code of Conduct.  

 
i. Drugs/alcohol:   The term “drugs/alcohol” shall include any controlled substance, illegal 

drug, narcotic drug, hallucinogenic drug, amphetamine, barbiturate, marijuana, ecstasy, 
item described as a controlled substance under Missouri Revised Statutes or federal law, 
prescription drug that is outside of its prescribed packaging or that is possessed by someone 
other than the patient to whom it is prescribed, alcohol (defined as the intoxicating agent in 
beverage alcohol, ethyl alcohol or other low molecular weight alcohols including methyl 
and isopropyl alcohol, beer, wine, and/or hard liquor), drug or alcohol paraphernalia, 
look-alike drugs, items represented to be a drug or which, by markings or other 
characteristics, appear to be a drug.  

 
ii. Arrest, Charge, or Conviction:   These terms refer to any of the following actions:  being 

taken into custody by a law enforcement officer; being the subject of charges, an 
indictment, entry of an Alford plea; being convicted in a court of law; pleading guilty or nolo 
contendere; or pleading guilty to a lesser or alternative charge, regardless of whether such 
charge concerns drugs/alcohol.  

 
iii. Possession:   The term “possession” shall be broadly defined and liberally construed as it 

relates to drugs/alcohol.  Consistent with this broad and liberal definition, possession shall 
include:  holding or having the drugs/alcohol on one’s person or in or on one’s personal 
property (such as cars, bags, coats, clothes, etc.), regardless of length of time. 

 
This definition is subject to the exceptions designated below; however, those exceptions shall be strictly 

construed.  
 

9. DRUGS/ALCOHOL RULES:   Students must comply with the following specific rules prohibiting 
the possession, use, distribution, and sale of drugs/alcohol.  

 
a. A participant must not possess or use drugs/alcohol.   A participant will be in violation of this 

rule if the use or possession occurs – regardless of whether the student is on school property, at 
a school-sponsored event, or in-or out-of the student’s activity season –  and  if any one of the 
following exists:  

 
(1) The use or possession is observed by a law enforcement agency official; or  
 
(2) The use or possession is observed by school personnel.  
 
b. A participant must not distribute or sell drugs/alcohol.   A participant will be in violation of this 

rule if sale or distribution (i.e., transfer to another person) occurs – regardless of whether the 
student is on school property, at a school sponsored event, or elsewhere in-or out-of the 
student’s activity season –  and  if any one of the following exists:  

 
(1) The sale or distribution is observed by a law enforcement agency official; or 
 
(2) The sale or distribution is observed by school personnel.  
 
c. A participant must not be arrested for, charged with, or convicted of an offense that relates to 

or involves drugs/alcohol.   A participant will be in violation of this rule if the student is arrested 
for, charged with, or convicted of any offense that relates to the possession of, consumption 
of, sale or distribution of, drugs/alcohol.  
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(1) This provision is not limited to Missouri offenses.  Out-of-state offenses will also qualify as a 

violation of this policy.  
 
(2) Students who are arrested for or charged with an offense that relates to or involves 

drugs/alcohol and who subsequently are formally acquitted by a court of law may notify the 
Appeals Committee and may be relieved by the Appeals Committee of punishment under 
this Code of Conduct  unless  the student has been shown to have otherwise violated this 
Code of Conduct.  Students and their parents/legal guardians must remember that the 
standards of proof applicable in the criminal justice system do not apply in the school 
setting.  Lesser standards of proof are applicable in the school setting.   FOR EXAMPLE, a 
student may be acquitted of the criminal charge of driving under the influence of alcohol, 
but he/she may remain in violation of this Code of Conduct if he/she was observed by 
adults or police officers in possession of alcohol. 

 
(3) Students and their parents/legal guardians should be aware that under Missouri criminal 

laws, persons under age 21 may be arrested for and charged with possession-related crimes 
even if they are not actually observed using drugs/alcohol.  Moreover, these “zero 
tolerance” laws forbid minors from consuming drugs/alcohol, regardless of the amount.  The 
mere use of alcohol or drugs is sufficient to support charges and a conviction under law.  

 
d. There will be no penalty to a participant who requests help in the form of assessment or 

treatment for substance or alcohol abuse before the District receives a report of the 
participant’s alleged violation of this Code of Conduct.  However, a participant who engages in 
conduct that violates this subparagraph, after requesting assessment or treatment, will be 
subject to the consequences of this Code of Conduct.  

 
e. Consequences for Violation:   A student who violates the drugs/alcohol provisions under this 

Code of Conduct shall be subject to the following consequences:  
 

● First Violation During High School Career: 
 
1. The student shall be suspended from 40% (rounded up) of all scheduled activities/events/ 

contests/performances in all MSHSSA recognized activities and other scheduled 
extracurricular events/contests/performances that the participant is involved in for 
the next 365 days. 

 
2. The student shall be entitled to reduce this suspension from 40% to 20% (rounded up) if the 

student takes the following step:  
 
The student must complete a total of 20 hours of community service, which shall include service 

designed to benefit the District itself, another governmental entity, or a non-profit community 
group.  The student must submit a service plan to be approved by the school principal.  The 
student must complete the service and provide verification of completion.  The community 
service hours will not be counted concurrently with community hours served for court or 
another entity.  

 
NOTE:  Students who fail to complete the required steps in the 40% to 20% reduction 

program will remain subject to the 40% consequence. 
 

● Second or Additional Violations During High School Career:   The student will be 
suspended from all extracurricular activities for 365 calendar days.  Each subsequent 
violation will result in an additional 365 calendar day suspension. 
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f. Exceptions:   The drug/alcohol provisions exclude the use, possession, or transfer of 

drugs/alcohol if, and only if, one of the following conditions is met:  
 
(1) The conduct occurs as part of a family dinner or family celebration at which the student’s 

parent(s)/legal guardians are present. 
 
(2) The conduct occurs as part of a bona fide religious ceremony as recognized under federal 

law.   NOTE:  Only bona fide religious beliefs are within this exception.  Students will not be 
permitted to simply claim that they are attending a party on a Friday or Saturday night 
with their peers in furtherance of their religious beliefs.  Lying or falsifying information 
regarding religious beliefs is inappropriate and unethical and will not be tolerated. 

 
10. OTHER PROHIBITED CONDUCT:   Participants must not engage in the following additionally 

prohibited conduct:  
 
a. A participant may not cause or attempt to cause physical harm to another person.  A participant 

who attempts to cause or causes physical harm to another person may be suspended from the 
scheduled events/contests/performances in all MSHSSA-recognized activities and other 
scheduled extracurricular events/contests/performances that the participant is involved in for 
up to 365 days from the date of the incident.  

 
b. A participant must conform to the school discipline policy.  Failure to abide by school discipline 

policy, except as otherwise provided above, may result in a suspension from the scheduled 
events/contests/performances in all MSHSSA-recognized activities and other scheduled 
extracurricular events/contests/performances that the participant is involved in for up to 365 
days from the date of incident.  

 
c. A participant may not be arrested for, charged with, or convicted of a felony or misdemeanor 

under either criminal law or juvenile law, regardless of whether the offense occurs on or away 
from school property.  Such conduct may result in a suspension from the scheduled 
events/contests/performances in all MSHSSA-recognized activities and other scheduled 
extracurricular events/contests/performances that the participant is involved in for up to 365 
days from the date of the incident.  

 
 d.  A participant must not use tobacco, and must not have on one’s personal property (such as cars, 

bags, coats, clothes, etc.), any tobacco products, including chewing tobacco, tobacco that is 
smoked, tobacco paraphernalia, look-alike tobacco products or paraphernalia, or herbal or clove 
cigarettes, even if participant is of legal age.  Such conduct may result in a suspension from the 
scheduled events/contests/performances in all MSHSSA-recognized activities and other 
scheduled extracurricular events/contests/performances in all MSHSSA-recognized activities and 
other scheduled extracurricular events/contests/performances that the participant is involved in 
for up to 365 days from the date of the incident. 

 
d. Notwithstanding any provision of this Code of Conduct or any other District policy, the District 

reserves the right to enhance or reduce the penalties associated with a violation of this Code of 
Conduct based upon the nature, severity, and frequency of the offense(s). 

 
11. ATHLETIC PRACTICES:   Athletic participants  will not  be allowed to practice with their team 

during an extracurricular suspension.  Also, the athletic participant will not be permitted to sit or 
travel with the team/group or wear team/group insignia in the events/contests/performances 
during the extracurricular suspension.  
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12. APPEAL PROCEDURES:   The procedures below are provided for the sole purpose of preventing 
extracurricular suspensions based upon inaccurate or incomplete information.  These 
procedures are  not  intended to provide the participants with an opportunity to (1) avoid 
extracurricular suspensions imposed for prohibited acts that they have actually committed, or 
(2) ask administrators for leniency when an appropriate consequence has been imposed for 
conduct that has actually occurred.  Nor are they intended to suggest that participation in 
extracurricular activities is an entitlement rather than a privilege.  Participation in extracurricular 
activities remains, at all time, a privilege.  

 
a. OPPORTUNITY TO BE HEARD BEFORE SUSPENSION:   A participant should generally be advised 

of the reason for the extracurricular suspension, and provided an opportunity to respond, prior 
to the imposition of the consequence.  When it is necessary in the judgment of the 
activities/athletic director or principal to suspend a participant from an extracurricular activity 
before advising the participant of the reason for such suspension or removal, the participant 
should be advised of the reason and given an opportunity to respond within a reasonably 
prompt time after the consequence has been imposed.  

 
b. APPEALS AFTER SUSPENSION IMPOSED:   The term “appeal,” when used below, shall refer to 

the opportunity for the student to tell his/her side of the story – either verbally or in writing – to 
the person or persons who are hearing the appeal.  The person or persons hearing the appeal 
have the right to impose time limits and other regulations regarding the respective appeal.  

 
i. FIRST APPEAL:   Participants may appeal an extracurricular suspension imposed by the 

athletic/activities director to the building principal.  
 
ii. SECOND APPEAL:   Participants may appeal an extracurricular suspension imposed or 

affirmed by the building principal to the building-level Appeals Committee.  The Appeals 
Committee shall be appointed at the beginning of each school year and shall consist of one 
administrator other than the principal, one coach/activities sponsor, and one additional 
teacher.  

 
iii. THIRD APPEAL:   Participants may appeal their extracurricular suspension affirmed by the 

Appeals Committee to the Superintendent of Schools.  
 
iv. FINAL APPEAL:   Participants may appeal an extracurricular suspension to the Board of 

Education.  The decision of the Board of Education shall be final.  
 
* During the pending of an appeal, the extracurricular suspension will remain in full force and effect. 

  
13. STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY:   Each student is responsible to notify the school of any and all 

situations that would affect his/her eligibility under the above standards.  If the student does 
not notify the school of the situation prior to the school’s discovery, then the student shall be 
ineligible for up to 365 days from discovery, pending review by the Board of Directors. 

 
New academic standards for MSHSAA state those students in grades 9-12 must have earned a minimum 
of 3.2 units of credit the preceding semester of attendance.  Tina-Avalon R-II students must pass 7 
classes to meet this requirement.  
 
Grades are checked at mid-term of each quarter and at the end of each quarter. 
 
PARTICIPATION IN SCHOOL ACTIVITIES IS A PRIVILEGE AND NOT A RIGHT. 
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PARTICIPANTS ARE REQUIRED TO COMPLY WITH ALL OF THE ABOVE-LISTED REQUIREMENTS TO BE 
ELIGIBLE FOR PARTICIPATION IN EXTRACURRICULAR ACTIVITIES.  

PARENT/TEACHER CONFERENCES 
Parent conferences are regularly scheduled during the school year.  Please check the current school 
calendar for the scheduled conference time(s) for this year.  Teachers and parents are encouraged to 
request additional conferences at any time during the year when there are questions or concerns about 
a child’s progress in school.  

ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 
The Board of Education supports the establishment of a district-wide educational assessment program 
as one indication of the success and quality of the total education program in the school district.  In the 
case of individual students, standardized tests, in combination with other criteria, can provide an 
indication of student achievement.  
 
The purpose of the district-wide assessment program is to facilitate and provide information for the 
following: 
 
1. Student Achievement -  To produce information about relative student achievement so that 

parents/guardians, students and teachers have a baseline against which to monitor academic 
progress.  Within the limitations of group testing instruments, the information should be useful to 
serve as a validation device for other measures of student progress. 

 
2. Student Counseling –  To serve as a tool in the counseling and guidance of students for further 

direction and for specific academic placement. 
 
3. Instructional Change –  To provide data which will assist in the preparation of recommendations for 

instructional program changes to: 
a. Help teachers with instructional decisions, plans and changes regarding classroom objectives 

and program implementation; 
b. Help the professional staff formulate and recommend instructional policy; and  
c. Help the Board of Education adopt instructional policies. 

 
4. School and District Evaluation –  To provide indicators of the progress of the district toward 

established goals. 
 
In the continual effort to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of instruction, the assessment 
program will address the types of tests administered, include a description of how assessment results 
will be used and disseminated as well as identify areas for instructional improvement.  The district will 
implement the components of the Missouri Assessment Program in order to monitor the progress of all 
students in meeting the Show-Me Standards, as set forth by the Missouri State Board of Education.  The 
district’s assessment program shall test for student competency in the subject areas of English, reading, 
language arts, science, mathematics, social studies and civics. 
 
The program should be developed primarily for furnishing needed information to decision makers, 
including the Board, administrators, teachers, parents/guardians and students.  The Board, in 
cooperation with the administrative and instructional staff, will annually review student performance 
data and use this information to evaluate the effectiveness of the district’s existing curricular and 
instructional programs, making adjustments as necessary.  
 
The needs of these various groups shall be clearly identified, and the assessment program shall be 
limited to obtaining that information which is needed and useful.  
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There shall be broad-based involvement in the development of the assessment program and its 
implementation.  Instructional staff will be given training and responsibilities in coordinating the 
program.  In planning, every effort will be made to see that testing contributes to the learning process 
rather than detracts from it.  Efforts will also be made to incorporate necessary culture-free and 
culture-fair tests to assure that measurements are reasonably accurate.  
 
In keeping with recommendations and regulations from the Department of Elementary and Secondary 
Education concerning assessment programs, the district will focus on the administration of 
criterion-referenced tests in assessing basic competencies.  The district will also incorporate traditional 
and performance-based test-taking strategies in the instructional process.  
 
Confidentiality will be maintained with regard to the individual test scores and other information 
derived from the district’s assessment program.  Individual student scores will be discussed with 
parents/guardians upon request.  Tabulated results of standardized tests will be made available to 
authorized school personnel as interpreted by a trained professional staff.  These tabulated results may 
only be released as required by law.  
 
Districts will comply with all assessment requirements for students with disabilities mandated by federal 
and state law, including the Individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA). 

READING ASSESSMENT AND REMEDIATION GUIDELINES 
1.      As a result of SB319, school districts must assess and determine the grade-level reading 

ability of students in grade 3 and students in grades 4-6 who transfers in during the 
school year.  This determination must be made within 45 days of the end of the school 
year.  The assessment is NOT required for students who have already been determined 
to be reading at or above grade level.  Students with disabilities or limited English 
proficiency may be exempted from the mandatory reading assessment.  

2.      With input from parents, school districts must develop an individualized reading plan to 
be implemented during grade 4, for any third-grader who was determined to be reading 
below second grade level.  Each district will determine the content of students’ reading 
improvement plans.  The reading plan MUST include, at a minimum “30 hours of 
additional reading instruction or practice outside the regular school day during the 
fourth grade year.”  Such instruction may be provided during the summer before grade 
4 or during the regular school term.  

3.    After fourth grade, if a student is determined to be reading below third-grade level, 
the student shall be required to attend summer school to receive reading instruction.  At 
the end of such summer school the student shall be given another reading assessment.  
If such student is determined to be reading below third-grade level, the district shall 
notify the student’s parents or guardians, and the student shall not be promoted to fifth 
grade.  No student shall be denied promotion more than once solely for inability to 
meet the reading standards set out in this section.  

Procedures for evaluation: 

• Minimally, school districts must have systematic assessment procedures in grade 3 to determine 
the reading level of students.  Assessment is also required for students in grades 4-6 who 
transfer in during the year, unless they have already been determined to be reading at or above 
grade level. 

• Reading Improvement Plans must be implemented for identified students in grades 4-6. 
• (1) Students in grade 4 who are reading below third-grade level will be required to have summer 

reading instruction; they must be assessed again at the end of summer school.  (2) Students in 
grade 3 who are reading below second-grade level MAY be required, by local policy, to attend 
summer school as a condition for promotion to fourth grade. 

• Mandatory retention in grade 4 will be applied for students who are still reading below 
third-grade level at the end of summer school (and who don’t qualify for an exemption). 
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Title I Complaint Procedure 
Step 1 
Any complaint should be brought to the Title I teacher or the principal 
Step 2 
If the complaint is not resolved after a period of thirty (30) days, it should be presented to the 
administration in written form 
 
Step 3 
If the complaint is not resolved after a period of thirty (30) days, it should be presented to the 
Tina-Avalon R-II Board of Education 
 
Any district patron may file a signed, documented, written complaint with the Tina-Avalon R-II Board of 
Education stating that a specific requirement of the Title I program has been violated.  This complaint 
will be considered at the next regularly scheduled school board meeting.  The board will have 30 days to 
review the complaint and make an initial decision.  Resolution of the complaint shall be completed 
within 60 days, with documentation.  If the complaint is not resolved in a manner satisfactory to the 
individual(s) filing the complaint, the matter can be filed with the State Director of Title I services. 

STUDENT ACCIDENT INSURANCE 
All students participating in a MSHSAA sponsored activity or sport must have accident insurance or 
family accident insurance which covers the athlete.  The school will not provide a carrier. 

ACCIDENT PREVENTION AND EYE PROTECTION 
All students, teachers and visitors are required to wear industrial quality eye protective devices when 
participating in or observing the following activities in any class: 
 
✓ Exposure to molten materials; 
✓ Milling, sawing, turning, shaping, cutting grinding or stamping of any solid materials; 
✓ Heat treatment, tempering or kiln firing of any materials; 
✓ Gas, electric arc or other forms of welding; 
✓ Repair or servicing of any vehicle; and/or, 
✓ Exposure to/or laboratory uses of caustic or explosive materials, hot liquids or solids, injurious 

radiation or other similar hazards. 
 
Eye protective devices designed to provide protection for the hazards involved and to meet standards 
specified by state law, will be provided by the school. These devices may be issued to the students or 
provided at workstations for individual activities.  If the devices are issued to the students, the principal 
is authorized to charge students for loss, damage or failure to return any device issued. 

EMERGENCY EVACUATIONS 
 
Emergency evacuation plans for fires and tornadoes are posted in each room. 

FIRE DRILL  – (a series of several short school bells will ring) 
There are five logical places in our building for a fire to start and they are in the furnace room, kitchen, 
Ag shop, home economics room, and the science room.  In case of fire, exit your class through the 
nearest exit away from the fire. 
All students are to leave the room and clear the building.  Teachers will take their roll books with them 
along with red and green paper . 
 
Grade School & Special Services: 
1. Pre-K:   exit building through the west hallway doors (near superintendent’s office). 
2. Kindergarten:   exit building through south gym doors or through south hallway doors. 
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3. 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th:  exit building through south hallway doors. 
4 . 5 th , 6 th  and Special Services:  exit building through east History door or west hallway doors (near 

superintendent’s office). 
 
High School: 
1. Science, Art & Music/Band:   exit building through north hallway door at west end of hallway. 
2. History, Business and PAT:  exit building through east History door. 
3. Family & Consumer Science, Technology Coordinator, English and Math:  exit building through 

northeast hallway doors (across from ITV room) or through east History door.  
4. Vo-Ag:   exit building through south shop door or through east classroom door.  
 
Combination Classes for High School & Grade School: 
1. Library:   exit building through northeast hallway doors (across from ITV room). 
2. Computer Lab:  exit building through northeast hallway doors (across from ITV room) or through 

east History door.  
3. Cafeteria:   exit building through gym area or the south hallway doors.  
4. Gym:  exit building through north hallway door at west end of hallway. 
5. Guidance:   exit building through north gym doors or through Vo-Ag north classroom door or south 

shop door. 
6. Secretaries, Principal, Superintendent and Nurse:  exit building through west hallway doors (by 

superintendent’s office). 
 
TORNADO DRILLS  – (announcement will be made by intercom) 
 
All students are to leave the classroom.  Teachers will take roll books with them along with red and 
green paper. 
During a tornado alert or a severe storm, the following procedure should be followed: 
 
1. Pre-K, K, 5 th , and Special Services:  go to big boys’ restroom. 
2. Gym:  go to the boy’s locker room 
3 . English and Library:   go the little girls’ restroom. 
4. 6th, History, Science, PAT, Math, ITV, and Tech office:  go to girls’ locker room. 
5. Vo-Ag:   go to the Ag restroom. 
6. Guidance, Music/Band, and Art:   go to custodial storage. 
7 .    Business, FACS, Computer Lab, Principal, Nurse, Superintendent and Secretaries:  go to big girls’ 

restroom. 
8.   3rd and 4 th :   go to little boys’ restroom. 
9.  1st, 2 nd  and lunchroom:   go to boys’ locker room. 
 
EARTHQUAKE DRILL- (announcement will be made by intercom) 
All students and teachers will remain in room and take shelter under nearest desk or table.  If outside, 
remain outside but move away from equipment that may potentially fall and sit on the ground. 
 

A+ Program  ( *If funds are available)  
The Tina-Avalon R-II School District was designated for the 2011-2012 school year. Through the A+ 
Schools Program, the Tina-Avalon R-II School District has made a district-wide commitment to the goals 
that ensure that: 

1.  All students be graduated from high school 
2.  All students complete a selection of high school studies that is challenging and for 

which there are identified learning expectations. 
3.  All students proceed from high school graduation to a college, postsecondary 

vocational or technical school or high wage job with work-place skill development opportunities. 
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The students at Tina-Avalon R-II School District will benefit financially by having the cost of tuition, 
books, and fees to any public community college, vocational or technical school covered by the Missouri 
Department of Higher Education if they meet the following requirements: 
 
1.  Be in attendance at a designated A+ School for three consecutive years prior to        graduation. 

2.  Graduate from high school with a 2.5 g.p.a or better on a 4.0 scale. 
3.  Maintain an attendance record of no less than 95% for a four year period. 
4.  Perform fifty hours of unpaid tutoring or mentoring activities for younger students. 

5.  Maintain a record of good citizenship and avoid the unlawful use of drugs and alcohol. 
6.  A student must score proficient or advanced on the Algebra I EOC 
7.  Student must fill out FAFSA by April 1 
8.  Enter into a participation agreement with the High School prior to graduation 

CAREER EDUCATION 
The Board recognized that career education is a developmental process designed to help students 
prepare for life roles in the family, the community, occupations and avocations.  The Board also 
recognizes that the development of career education enable student of all ages to examine attitudes, 
interests, aptitudes and abilities in order to relate them to career opportunities, and to make valid 
decisions regarding further education and future endeavors. 
 
Therefore, the Board will provide career education for students at all levels of instruction.  Career 
education in the elementary schools shall consist of career awareness and the exploration of career 
opportunities in various fields.  At the secondary level, it will incorporate career exploration, career 
guidance, and vocational training opportunities, with the latter designed to equip students to enter 
post-secondary training for occupational areas and/or enter specific occupations directly out of high 
school. 

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Vocational training programs shall be an integral part of the comprehensive high school concept in the 
Tina-Avalon School.  Efforts will be made to keep vocation programs relevant to job requirements and 
reflective of area needs, as well as being geared to the current and future technological and economic 
conditions.  These programs shall provide students with the basic skills to enter the world of work, to 
obtain additional vocational skills and/or to continue their formal education.  Vocational education, as a 
core component of comprehensive education, will share with other aspects of the high school 
curriculum in the development of character, attitudes and work skills. 
 
District vocational programs shall meet all federal and state guidelines and requirements.  Advisory 
councils will be utilized in all vocational programs. 
 
Following the concept of area vocational-technical schools as established by the Missouri Department of 
Elementary and Secondary Education, students from the Tina-Avalon School may attend 
vocational-technical training programs at the Grand River Technical School. 

*VOCATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOL POLICIES 
Attending the Grand River Technical School is a privilege granted by the Tina-Avalon Board of Education 
and paid for by the school district.  As a condition of being granted the privilege of attending the Grand 
River Technical School students agree to abide by the following rules, and by all the rules and 
regulations set forth by Tina-Avalon School policy and by the policy of the Grand River Technical School. 
Failure to abide by these rules will be grounds for removal from the technical school. 
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1. Students will make application to attend Grand River Technical School as prescribed by the 
Tina-Avalon School principal.  (Tina-Avalon R-II School District does not discriminate against any 
person because of sex, race, economic status, disability, creed or national heritage).  

2. Tina-Avalon R-II School will fund juniors and seniors only in attending the Vocational-Technical 
School in Chillicothe. 

3. Students will provide their own transportation to Tina-Avalon R-II School each morning to meet 
the Vo-Tech bus.  Students will not expect the Vo-Tech bus to wait for them. Students will also 
need to sign the transportation/attendance policy and return it to the T-A administration.  T-A 
faculty and staff WILL NOT provide students transportation to Vo-tech other than the Vo-tech 
bus. Students failing to ride Vo-tech bus are expected to check into the office by 8:00 for required 
attendance. Students failing to check into the office will be considered TRUANT and any 
discipline will be handled by administration according to the discipline policy. 

4. Students will ride the Bosworth School bus daily and will not ride with other students to or from 
the Vo-tech School.   Students will, under no circumstances, drive or ride to or from the Vo-tech 
school with anyone other than the Vo-tech bus; this includes, but is not limited to, friends, 
coworkers, or other Vo-tech members. If a Vo-tech student needs to ride with a parent or 
guardian to Vo-tech, prior arrangements MUST be approved by T-A administration. If a 
student needs to drive to Vo-tech (i.e. to pick up a project)  they must have the required form 
(provided by the Grand River Technical School) with the required signatures.  

5. Students will attend each school daily.  In the event that one school is in session and the other 
school is not the students will attend the assigned classes in the school that is open. 

6. The rules and regulations of both schools will be observed. 
7. As Tina-Avalon is the sponsoring school, the students conduct and disciplinary actions here may 

affect the student's privilege of attending Vo-Tech. 
8. Students will abide by local school rules upon returning to the school daily.  
9. Vo-tech students shall report to a designated teacher upon return from the Vo-tech daily.  

  
*Students that do not follow these policies are subject to disciplinary consequences and/or removal 
from the Vo-tech program  

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA CENTER/SCHOOL LIBRARY  
The Board believes that instructional media centers/libraries are a fundamental part of the educational 
process.  The availability of many materials in a variety of formats presents students and teachers the 
possibility of selecting the media best suited for individual need, mode of learning, and district 
objectives. 
 
Therefore, the schools of the Tina-Avalon R-II School District shall maintain instructional media 
centers/libraries where students and staff members are exposed to a variety of books, periodicals, and 
references in printed form as well as to a variety of other communications materials.  Opportunities will 
be provided for reading, listening and viewing activities, to prepare instructional materials, and to work 
individually in small groups or in class groups. 
 
Instructional media center/library materials purchases will be made annually in accordance with 
budgetary provisions and procedures for the selection and adoption of such materials.  The district shall 
strive to meet the school media standards as prescribed by the Missouri Department of Elementary and 
Secondary Education. 

LIBRARY MEDIA CENTER 
The library will be open from 8:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m. Monday through Friday of each month. 
 
Library material must not be taken from the library at any time unless checked out or given permission 
by the librarian.  If the librarian is absent, permission to take library materials out of the library must be 
obtained from a faculty member left in charge. 
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Books in general circulation may be checked out for a period of two weeks.  Books in general circulation 
are renewed on a two-week basis.  Reference books, magazines, etc., may also be checked out each 
hour and turned in at the end of the hour. 
 
Tina-Avalon R-II offers the usual library materials as well as word processing, CD’s, Internet capabilities, 
and various databases.  
 
All materials must be returned to the LMC no later than two weeks prior to the end of school.  Lost or 
damaged items will be charged to the user who checked out the material.  
 
Food and drink are not allowed in the Library Media Center. 

STUDENT TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 
The Board, in accordance with state law, may provide free transportation for eligible students attending 
the Tina-Avalon R-II School.  The superintendent shall ensure that the transportation services of the 
district meet all of the guidelines established by the Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary 
Education (i.e., Missouri Pupil Transportation Administration Handbook, Missouri Minimum Standards 
for School Buses, Missouri Certified Bus Driver Instructor's Manual, and Missouri School Bus Driver 
Manual) as well as the policies that pertain directly to the qualifications of bus operators and 
operational procedures adopted by the Board of Education. 
 
Pupil transportation is a necessary auxiliary service and an integral part of the total educational program 
of the district.  The time students spend on the bus experts an important influence on the physical and 
mental condition that students bring to the classroom.  Therefore, the major objectives of the pupil 
transportation program are as follows. 
✓ Provide the means by which students can reach school under safe and healthful conditions. 
✓ Provide for an efficient and economical transportation system. 
✓ Adapt transportation to the requirements of the instructional program. 
Only those students who meet eligibility requirements by means of residence will be permitted to use 
school bus transportation for the purpose of travel to and from school.  All handicapped children in the 
Tina-Avalon R-II School District will be provided free transportation between home and the special 
education programs provided by the district. 
 
Buses carrying school children will be considered extensions of the school environment.  Any student 
whose conduct on a school bus is improper or jeopardizes the safety of other students may have his 
right to school bus transportation suspended for such period of time as deemed proper by the 
superintendent, building principal or his/her designee.  Uniform rules of conduct and disciplinary 
measures will be enforced. 

STUDENT CONDUCT ON SCHOOL BUSES 
The safety of students during their transportation to and from school is a responsibility, which they and 
their parents/guardians share with the bus drivers and school officials.  The Board wants each student to 
know what conduct is expected when waiting for and riding on a school bus.  Therefore, the rules of 
student conduct will be issued to all students at the beginning of the school year and to new students 
upon enrollment. 
 
Students who fail to observe these rules will be subject to disciplinary action since their failure to do so 
may affect the safety of others.  The driver will report a student who misbehaves to the principal on the 
same school day if the incident occurs in the morning or the next morning if it occurs in the afternoon. 
Failure to follow bus rules and regulations may result in suspension of the privilege of riding the bus. 
Excessively dangerous behavior will result in immediate action. 
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BUS REGULATIONS 
Riding the bus is a privilege and we expect your child to respect the bus driver and other students who 
ride the bus.  Bad manners or disrespect will not be tolerated.  Your child’s safety and the other 
students’ safety are our greatest concern.  

1. The bus driver is in charge and pupils must always obey the driver.  
2. Students must be on time.  The bus cannot wait for those who are tardy.  The bus will wait 

one minute at the bus stop and then proceed on its regular route.  If your child is not riding 
the bus in the morning, please notify the bus driver or wave him/her on so he/she does not 
wait for your child.  NEVER STAND IN THE ROADWAY WHILE WAITING FOR THE BUS! 

3. Unnecessary conversation with the bus driver is prohibited.  
4. Students must not extend their arms or heads out of the bus windows at any time. 
5. Classroom conduct is to be observed by all students while riding the bus.  Conversations 

should be between the students in the same seat and not across the aisles. 
6. Students must remain seated until they arrive at their destination.  
7. Students must not try to get on or off the bus or move about within the bus while it is in 

motion. 
8. Smoking or tobacco products are not allowed on the bus at any time.  
9. Students must observe the directions of the bus driver when leaving the bus.  Always pass in 

front of the bus when leaving the bus.   NEVER WALK BEHIND THE BUS! 
10. The bus driver has the authority to arrange assigned seating on the bus if he/she sees fit. 

Students in less desirable seats may move to a second assigned seat for added comfort after 
the passenger load is lightened and after permission from the driver. 

11. Any student who rides the bus and needs to change his/her normal transportation 
procedures must have written permission by the parent/guardian or you can call the school 
office.  

12. Any damage to the bus must be reported to the driver.  
13. Students must not throw waste paper or other rubbish on the floor or out of the bus. 
14. No food or beverages, other than school lunches, are allowed on the bus. 

Failure to follow regulations may result in suspension from riding the school bus. 
 

STUDENT ACTIVITY BUS TRIPS 
The school has the responsibility for transporting students to and from extra-curricular activities.  All 
participants are required to travel with the team or organization to the extra-curricular event.  With 
prior approval, an exception may be made by an administrator for situations that may arise.  
 
There are two acceptable methods of transporting students from activities:  
 

1. Student rides the bus. 
2. Parent/guardian accepts responsibility and signs the student out on the sign-out sheet.  If 

for some reason you want your child to ride home with someone else, you must fill out the 
required form in the principal’s office.  If you do not have the form on file in the office, the 
parent is required to call an administrator.  

 
Any student whose parent fails to sign the “transportation from” portion of the list will not be allowed 
to participate in the next contest.  

STUDENT AUTOMOBILE/VEHICLE USE 
Driving and parking on school property are privileges granted by the Board of Education to persons who 
have reason to be in the school or on school property.  Students are expected to use all acceptable 
courtesies and safe driving practices on and around school property. 
 
Building principals shall establish rules and regulations necessary for the safe operation and parking of 
automobiles, trucks, motorcycles and other vehicles on school property.  
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Students are not to move or be in cars during the school day without permission from school officials. 

*STUDENT VEHICLE REGULATIONS 
The vehicle is to be parked in the south parking lot of the school.  Speed limit on school ground is 10 
M.P.H. Any careless actions, speeding, spinning tires, etc., will result in the loss of this driving privilege. 
Students who drive to school and wish to leave early must have parental consent and such parent MUST 
contact the office prior to the student leaving. Immediate family members, (brothers, sisters) should 
also be mentioned by parent if they are leaving with you.  Under normal circumstances, students other 
than siblings will not be allowed to leave school together while school in session.  

SCHOOL BOARD RECOMMENDED GUIDELINES 
Students representing Tina-Avalon R-II School in any extracurricular activity are expected to abide by all 
existing school rules and regulations and local, state, and federal laws. Their behavior should at no time 
reflect misconduct or disrespect toward themselves or the school. 
 
FIELD TRIPS AND EXCURSIONS 
The Board believes that field and activity trips often enhance the program of instruction and add much 
to the education of a student. The superintendent or delegated representative may authorize trips, 
when the activities contribute substantially to the achievement of desirable educational goals.  All field 
trips should be planned with an educational purpose and in regard to a unit of study.  To be 
educationally beneficial, a field trip requires thoughtful selection, careful advance preparation of the 
class, and opportunities for pupils to assimilate the experience during and at the conclusion of the trip. 
To this end, teachers and the principal will be expected to consider the following factors in the selection 
of field trips: 
 
✓ Value of the activity to the particular class group or class groups 
✓ Relationship of the field trip activity to a particular aspect of classroom instruction 
✓ Suitability of the activity and distance traveled in terms of the age level of students 
✓ Mode and availability of transportation 
✓ Cost of field trip or excursion 
 
Due to the increased cost of transportation, all field trips should be carefully scrutinized by the 
administration.  Each individual class pays the cost of the field trip with the proceeds from fund raising 
projects. 
 
All parents of students who are eligible to participate in field trip shall be notified of the activity.  If 
eligible students are not to participate in the activity due to parental wishes, notice from the parent 
must be sent to the sponsor of the activity. 
 
SENIOR TRIP 
Due to the planning, preparation, and cost of the senior trip, a senior will be allowed to attend and 
participate if the student has attended Tina-Avalon High School by Oct. 1 st  of their senior year.  This 
would allow them the opportunity to work toward the cost of the trip. 

RULES FOR OVERNIGHT TRIPS 
1. NO drinking of intoxicating liquor or use of drugs. 
2. NO gambling at any time. 
3. NO visiting rooms between boys & girls after hours. 
4. NO smoking or chewing tobacco. 
5. Boyfriends/girlfriends or spouses of students that are not in the organization are not permitted 

during anytime of the trip. 
6. NO theft or destruction of property. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR OVERNIGHT TRIPS 
1. The chairpersons will set a reasonable hour each night for the students to be in their rooms. It 

will vary according to the circumstances and program for the following day.  The actions and 
manners of the students must not disturb the other guests in the motel.  (11:00 p.m. is 
suggested as a reasonable time). 

2. Keep the room assigned to you when the group registers at a motel. 
3. Report any motel conditions that are unsatisfactory or unsanitary to your sponsor immediately. 
4. No matter what the hour, report any illness or accident to sponsors immediately. 
5. Feel free to counsel with sponsors at any time.  They want you to have the most educational and 

enjoyable trip possible. 
6. If you date other members of your party, it is suggested you go "Dutch Treat". 
7. Students should not ask sponsors to violate rules for them. 

 
Students in violation of the above rules and recommendations are subject to loss of extra-curricular 
activities and privileges. 
 
For serious infractions of school regulations on extracurricular trips by students, the sponsor will notify 
the administration and arrangements will be made for students to be picked up from the event and 
returned home as soon as possible.  Then disciplinary action will be taken according to school board 
policy. 

ASSEMBLIES 
The Tina-Avalon Board of Education recognizes the importance of school assemblies to the total 
educational program of the Tina-Avalon School.  The term "assembly" is used to designate any organized 
program conducted during the school day, either by, or for students primarily for education purposes. 
 
Although assemblies have many non-academic values, their main purpose is educational and should not 
be identified with mere entertainment.  School assemblies should serve the following purposes: 
 
✓ Develop cultural/aesthetic senses. 
✓ Develop proper habits and attitude in audience participation. 
✓ Transmit information. 
✓ Advance curricular/extracurricular functions. 
✓ Develop school unity. 
✓ Develop school spirit. 
 
The building principal, along with appropriate faculty and student input, shall be responsible for the 
planning and direction of school assemblies.  Assemblies of sound education value will be provided free 
of charge to students. 

BAND RESALE ITEMS 
Band supplies (reeds, books, etc.) may be purchased from the band instructor.  Items must be paid for 
when purchased.  

CONTESTS 
School classes, groups, clubs, and organizations will not enter unauthorized contests, nor shall 
individuals enter same as representatives of this school.  All such contests must have the approval of the 
principal. 

ENTERTAINMENT FOR SOCIALS 
The principal and the sponsor will make arrangements for entertainment.  Parties and extra-curricular 
activities should last no later than 10:00 p.m. on weeknights and 11:00 p.m. on Friday and Saturday 
nights, unless approved by the administration.  
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FAX, COPY AND LAMINATING MACHINES 
Students are not to use the fax, copy or laminating machines.  Tina-Avalon personnel will provide 
assistance for these services.  

Personal service charges for faxes, copies and laminating are:  
Copies $ .25 per page 
Faxes $ .50 per page 
Laminating $ .50 per foot 

FUND RAISING 
All organizational fundraisers must be approved by school administration.  

GYMNASIUM USAGE 
1. No student is to be permitted on the gym floor with shoes worn outside. 
2. No running or playing on the stage or on the bleachers. 
3. No beverages are to be taken on the gym floor. 

INTERSCHOLASTIC ATHLETICS 
The Board of Education believes that individual students shall have opportunities to grow physically and 
intellectually through experience in self-discipline and contribution to a team effort made possible 
through competitive interscholastic athletics.  An interscholastic athletic program shall be conducted in 
the Tina-Avalon School to further the development of students as competitors and spectators through 
friendly inter-school contests.  The purpose of the program is to develop leadership, good 
sportsmanship, personality development, new friendships and a friendly rivalry with other schools. 
 
The Board will provide interscholastic athletic competition for secondary school students in a variety of 
sports.  Students will be allowed to participate in the individual sports on the basis of physical condition 
and desire.  Qualified professional staff will coach and supervise all athletic events. 
 
The interscholastic athletic program of the district will be organized under the following guidelines. 
✓ The athletic program is an integral part of the high school curriculum and comes under the authority 

of the principal to the same degree as all other phases of the curriculum. 
✓ Participation in interscholastic athletics is primarily for students in grades 9-12 with a limited 

participation of students from grades 7 and 8 as determined by league or conference requirements. 
✓ Programs of interscholastic athletics will be available to students which provide equal access to 

school facilities; coaching and instruction; scheduling of practice times and games; number of 
activities at each level of competition; and, equipment, supplies, and services. 

✓ The school district is a member of the Missouri State High School Activities Association (MSHSAA). 
In all athletic matters the district will adhere firmly to the rules and regulations of the body and to 
the philosophy of interscholastic athletics that the MSHSAA encourages.  The eligibility of students 
to participate in the athletic program shall be determined in accordance with the MSHSAA 
regulations.  (Copy of MSHSAA regulations available in principal’s office) 

✓ No student may start practice for any athletic team without examination/approval by a physician 
and written consent from the parent/guardian. 

✓ Expenditures for the athletic programs are incorporated as part of the general budget of the Board 
of Education. 

✓ District participation in interscholastic athletics will be subject to approval by the Board.  This will 
include approval of membership in any leagues, associations or conferences.  

✓ Insurance against accident or injury will be required for students engaged in interscholastic athletics. 

ORGANIZATIONS 
Student organizations must be approved by the administration. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL MEETINGS RULES AND SCHEDULE 
Meetings required by the sponsor must have administration approval prior to holding the meeting.  

ORGANIZATION PRESIDENTS’ GUIDELINES 
A person can be a president of only one organization in a given year.  (Exception:  A person can be a 
president of two organizations in a given year providing class president is one of the presidencies.) 
 
ROYALTY COMPETITION GUIDELINES 

1. A person can be Queen, King or Attendant of a given organization one time only.  (May be a 
candidate unlimited number of times.) 

2. A person can win only one Queen or King honor in one given year. 
3. It is acceptable to be a Queen and Attendant in the same year. 
4. Special consideration will be given to classes with too few girls to fill all queen/attendant 

candidacy positions. 
Faculty, staff, certified staff and students (7-12) vote for Annual Royalty, Homecoming Royalty, and 
Football Homecoming Royalty.  Students (9-12), faculty, staff, and certified staff will vote for Prom 
Royalty. Anyone absent the day of voting will relinquish their right to vote for Homecoming that year.  In 
case of a tie, the board of education members will each vote.  
 
DANCES 
Any student in 6 th  grade or younger are not allowed to attend a Tina-Avalon High School dance.  

SPONSORS 
Each class will be limited to one social function.  This will be in addition to all school functions. Teachers 
are always welcome to attend school-sponsored activities. 
 
Students attending school-sponsored activities (athletic contests, parties, concerts, etc.) must remain in 
the building. 
 
Sponsors must remain at the activity or school until all students are picked up by a parent or a 
responsible adult the parent has suggested.  (This includes bus drivers if there is no sponsor.) 

*TELEPHONE USAGE 
The uses of cell phones are not allowed in the school building during school hours.  The users of cell 
phones are not allowed in the school building during school hours.  Cell phones are to be silenced 
and/or put away during school hours.  
 
Students may use the school phone to make or return phone calls with permission from someone in the 
office.  
 
Classes will not be interrupted to call a student to the telephone unless there’s an emergency.  Students 
may be given a telephone message and/or asked to return a telephone call at their earliest convenience.  
 
OUTSIDE TECHNOLOGY 
Outside I-pads, tablets, laptop computers, smart watches, etc. that are not the property of the 
Tina-Avalon School District are not allowed at school unless under the approval of the administration. 

LOST AND FOUND 
A lost and found area is maintained at the office.  To help in identification of articles it is suggested that 
your name be written on the belongings with a permanent marker.  The Tina-Avalon School District will 
not be responsible for any personal items turned into the office.  
 
LOCKERS 
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The Tina-Avalon School is not responsible in any way for the loss or theft of student property.  It is 
advised that students should not let money or valuables lie about subject to the temptation of others. 
There should not be anything pasted or stuck to the lockers that cannot be easily removed. The cutting, 
carving, stamping, or staining of the lockers will not be allowed.  Lockers are the property of the school. 
The District will retain ownership of the lockers.  Lockers are the subject to search at any time, with or 
without student consent, and with or without a warrant; this will include contents as well as the locker. 
(Policy 2150) Form (2150) 

TEXTBOOKS 
The textbook plan includes students have free access to and use of textbooks as needed at each grade 
level.  All children are responsible for the books that have been assigned to them.  Textbooks are to be 
kept clean and handled carefully.  Please be sure your child’s name, grade, and school are on the book 
label in case the book is misplaced.  Students will be expected to pay for damaged and lost books 
assigned to them.  
 
TEST SECURITY 
Test security and ethical testing practices continue to be of paramount importance.  Preparing for 
computer based testing; test coordinators have provided specific requirements for computer lab set-up. 
Work stations will have adequate space between them so the students are not able to view each other’s 
screens.  Test coordinators, examiners, translators, proctors and any other district staff who have testing 
responsibilities must follow test security procedures.  Tests will not be read, scored, reviewed, 
photocopied, duplicated, scanned, transported by students or made accessible to personnel not 
responsible for testing.  Breaches in security or integrity of the test may result in invalidation or loss of 
scores for accountability purposes. 

VIDEO TAPING/PHOTOGRAPHS 
At various times during the school year, classrooms may be videotaped and pictures will be taken. 
Parents and staff members for parties, recognition, and other special events at school will do this.  If you 
do not want your child to be videotaped or photographed, please notify the office.  
 
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE 
There are video cameras around the school to protect your student and their property.  Cameras may be 
used for discipline purposes. 

RELEASE OF STUDENT INFORMATION 
Please be advised that the Tina-Avalon R-II School District will release all student information as deemed 
necessary by school officials.  The school district designates the following items as Directory 
Information: student’s name, parent/guardian’s name, address, telephone number, date and place of 
birth, student ID number, grade level, participation in officially recognized activities and sports, dates of 
attendance, degrees and awards received, most recent previous school attended, and photograph.  The 
district may disclose any of these items without prior written consent unless notified to the contrary in 
writing by parent/guardian or eligible student.  
 
Disclosure of other information from a student’s education records will be made only with the written 
consent of the parent/guardian or eligible student, according to the “Family Educational Rights and 
Privacy Act” and the Tina-Avalon R-II School Board Policy.  
 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Public schools are required to provide a free and appropriate public education to all students with 
disabilities, including those attending private/parochial schools, beginning on the child’s third birthday 
through the age of 20, regardless of the child’s disability.  Disabilities include learning, mental, 
retardation, behavioral disorders/emotional disturbance, speech disorders, language disorders, visually 
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impaired, hearing impaired, physically/other health impaired, multiple disabilities, deaf/blind, autism, 
early childhood special education, traumatic brain injury. 
 
The public school insures that it will provide information and referral services necessary to assist the 
state in the implementation of early intervention services for infants and toddlers eligible for the 
Parents as Teachers Program.  All public schools are required to provide parents the right to inspect and 
review personally identifiable information collected and used or maintain by the district relating to their 
children.  Parents have the right to request amendment of these records if they feel the information is 
inaccurate, misleading, or violates the privacy or other rights of their children.  Parents have the right to 
file complaints with the U.S. Department of Education or the Missouri Department of Elementary and 
Secondary Education concerning allege failures by the district to meet the requirements of the family 
educational rights in privacy act (FERPA).  You may contact your local district if you wish to review the 
requirements provided in FERPA. 
 
The public school has developed a Local Compliance Plan for implementation of special education.   This 
plan is available for public review during regular school hours on days school is in session.  The plan can 
be found in the special education room.  The Local Compliance Plan is written narrative, which describes 
the district’s plan for compliance with requirements for identifying and serving all students with 
disabilities.  Included in this plan are the policies and procedures which the district must follow 
regarding storage, disclosure to third parties, retention, and the destruction of personally identifiable 
information.  The plan will also describes the assurances that the services are provided in compliance 
with requirements of 34CFR 76.301 of the general education provision act.  
 
Public schools in the state of Missouri are required to conduct an annual census of all children with 
disabilities or suspected disabilities from birth to age 20 who reside in the district or whose parent/legal 
guardian resides in the district.  The census is complied as of May 1 each year.  This information is 
treated as confidential and submitted to D.E.S.E.  Information to be collected: name of each child, 
parent/legal guardian’s name/address; birth date, age of each child; and each child’s disability or 
suspected disability.  Should the district fail to submit an annual census, the state board of education 
may withhold state aid until the census is submitted.  If you have a child with disabilities or know of a 
child with a disability that is not attending public schools please contact your school district.  
 
Pursuant to the requirements of state law 162.997-99RSMo, the state board of education is required to 
appoint a surrogate parent at such time as it becomes evident that a child with a disability does not have 
a parent or a person acting as a parent to participate in matters dealing with the provision of special 
education.   For the purposes of surrogate parent appointment “Parent” is defined as a biological 
parent, guardian, or a person acting as a parent of a child including, but not limited to, a grandparent, a 
step parent, or a foster parent with whom the child lives.  The term does not include the state if the 
child is a ward of the state.  The term does not include a person whose parental rights have been 
terminated.  
 
The local school district is given the responsibility to determine when a child with a disability who 
requires special education and who resides in the district is without a parent.  The district must notify 
D.E.S.E.  of the need to appoint a surrogate parent.  The training for the person serving as the surrogate 
parents will be provided by D.E.S.E. and the District. 
 
If you are interested in volunteering as a surrogate parent more information can be obtained by the 
person responsible for the district special education program.  
 
This notice can be provided in other languages as necessary.  Additional information can be found in the 
appendix.  
 
Your district special education contact person is:  Jana Holcer, Superintendent  
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Tina-Avalon R-II School District, 11896 Hwy 65, Tina, MO  64682  phone:  660-622-4211 
 

* *NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS UNDER FERPA FOR ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) affords parents and students over 18 
years of age ("eligible  
students") certain rights with respect to the student's education records. These rights are:  

(1) The right to inspect and review the student's education records within 45 days of the day 
of School receives a  
request for access.  

Parents or eligible students should submit to the School principal a written request that 
identifies the record(s) they  
wish to inspect. The School official will make arrangements for access and notify the parent or eligible 
student of the time  
and place where the records may be inspected.  

(2) The right to request the amendment of the student's education records that the parent or 
eligible student believes  
are inaccurate,  misleading, or otherwise in violation of the student's privacy rights under FERPA.  

Parents or eligible students who wish to ask the School to amend a record should write the 
School principal, clearly  
identify the part of the record they want changed, and specify why it should be changed. If the 
School decides not to amend  
the record as requested by the parent or eligible student, the School will notify the parent or eligible 
student of the decision  
and advise them of their right to a hearing regarding the request for amendment. Additional 
information regarding the  
hearing procedures will be provided to the parent or eligible student when notified of the right to a 
hearing.  

(3) The right to privacy of personally identifiable information in the student's education 
records, except to the  
extent that FERPA authorizes disclosure without consent.  

One exception, which permits disclosure without consent, is disclosure to school officials with 
legitimate  
educational interests. A school official is a person employed by the School as an administrator, 
supervisor, instructor, or  
support staff member (including health or medical staff and law enforcement unit personnel); a person 
serving on the School  
Board; a person or company with whom the School has outsourced services or functions it would 
otherwise use its own  
employees to perform (such as an attorney, auditor, medical consultant, or therapist); a parent or 
student serving on an official  
committee, such as a disciplinary or grievance committee; or a parent, student, or other volunteer 
assisting another school  
official in performing his or her tasks.  

A school official has a legitimate educational interest if the official needs to review an 
education record in order to  
fulfill his or her professional responsibility.  

(4) The right to file a complaint with the U.S. Department of Education concerning alleged 
failures by the  School  
District  to comply with the requirements of FERPA. The name and address of the Office that 
administers FERPA are:  
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Family Policy Compliance Office  
U.S. Department of Education  
400 Maryland Avenue, SW  
Washington, DC 20202-5920  

  

The Superintendent of Schools  
Tina-Avalon R-Il Schools  
11896 Hwy 65  
Tina, Missouri 64682 
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NOTIFICATION OF RIGHTS UNDER THE PROTECTION OF PUPIL RIGHTS AMENDMENT (PPRA)  
PPRA affords parents certain rights regarding our conduct of surveys, collection and use of 
information for marketing  
purposes, and certain physical exams. These include the right to:  

● Consent  before students are required to submit to a survey that concerns one 
or more of the following protected  
areas (r'protected information survey") if the survey is funded in whole or in 
part by a program of the U.S.  
Department of Education (ED)-  

10. Political affiliations or beliefs of the student or student's parents;  
11. Mental or psychological problems of the student or student's family;  
12. Sex behavior or attitudes;  
13. Illegal, anti-social, self-incrimination, or demeaning behavior;  
12. Critical appraisals of others with whom respondents have close family relationships;  
15 . Legally recognized privileged relationships, such as with lawyers, doctors, or ministers;  
16. Religious practices, affiliations, or beliefs of the student or parents; or  
16. Income, other than as required by law to determine program eligibility.  

● Receive notice and an opportunity to opt a student out of  
1.  Any other protected information survey, regardless of funding;  
2.  Any non-emergency, invasive physical exam or screening required as a condition of 
attendance, administered  
by the school or its agent, and not necessary to protect the immediate health and safety of a 
student, except for  
hearing, vision, or scoliosis screenings, or any physical exam or screening permitted or 
required under State law;  
and  
3.  Activities involving collection, disclosure, or use of personal information obtained from 
students for  
marketing or to sell or otherwise distribute the information to others.  

● inspect,  upon request and 
before administration or use-  
1.  Protected information 
surveys of students;  

2.  Instruments used to collect personal information from students for any of the above 
marketing, sales, or other  
distribution purposes; and  
3.  Instructional material used as part of the educational curriculum.  

These rights transfer to from the parents to a student who is 18 years old or an emancipated minor 
under State law.  
Tina-Avalon R-lI School District will/has develop[ed] and adopt[ed] policies, in consultation with 
parents, regarding these  
rights, as well as arrangements to protect student privacy in the administration of protected 
information surveys and the  
collection, disclosure, or use of personal information for marketing, sales, or other distribution 
purposes. Tina-Avalon R-lI  
School District will directly notify parents of these policies at least annually at the start of each school 
year and after any  
substantive changes. Tina-Avalon R-II School District will also directly notify, such as through U.S. Mail 
or email, parents of  
students who are scheduled to participate in the specific activities or surveys noted below and will 
provide an opportunity or  
the parent to opt his or her child out of participation of the specific activity or survey. Tina-Avalon R-II 
School District will  
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make this notification to parents at the beginning of the school year if the District has identified the 
specific or approximate  
dates of the activities or surveys at that time. For surveys and activities scheduled after the school year 
starts, parents will be  
provided reasonable notification of the planned activities and surveys listed below and be provided an 
opportunity to opt their  
child out of such activities and surveys. Parents will also be provided an opportunity to review any 
pertinent surveys.  
Following is a list of the specific activities and surveys covered under this requirement:  

● Collection, disclosure, or use of personal information for marketing, sales, or other distribution.  
● Administration of any protected information survey not funded in whole or in party by ED.  
● Any non-emergency, invasive physical examination or screening as described above.  
Parents who believe their rights have been violated may file a complaint with:  

Family Policy 
Compliance Office  
U.S. Department of 
Education  
400 Maryland 
Avenue, SW  
Washington, D.C. 
20202-5920  

FAMILY EDUCATION RIGHTS AND PRIVACY ACT (FERPA) NOTICE FOR DIRECTORY INFORMATION 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act  (FERPA), a Federal law, requires that Tina-Avalon R-II 
with certain  
exceptions, obtain your written consent prior to the disclosure of personally identifiable 
information from your child's  
education records, however, Tina-Avalon R-II may disclose appropriately designated "directory 
information" without  
written consent, unless you have advised the Distinct to the contrary in accordance with District 
procedures. The primary  
purpose of directory information is to allow the Tina-Avalon R-II School District to include this type 
of information from  
your child's education records in certain school publications. Examples include:  
● A playbill, showing your student's role in a drama production;  
● The annual yearbook;  
● Honor roll or other recognition lists;  
● Graduation programs; and  
● Sports activity sheets, such as for wrestling, showing weight and height of team members.  

Directory information, which is information that is generally not considered harmful or an invasion of 
privacy if released, can  
also be disclosed to outside organizations without a parent's prior written consent. Outside 
organizations include, but are not  
limited to, companies that manufacture class rings or publish yearbooks, In addition, two federal laws 
require local  
educational agencies (LEAs) receiving assistance under the  Elementary and Secondary Education Act of J 
965 (ESEA) to  
provide military recruiters, upon request, with three directory information categories - Names, 
addresses and telephone listings - unless parents have advised the LEA that they do not want their 
student's information disclosed without prior 
written consent.  
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INSTRUCTION FOR MIGRANT STUDENTS (POLICY 6274) 
The Superintendent will develop appropriate means to identify migrant students and to develop plans to               
meet the educational needs of these children. Migrant students will be provided a full range of                
education and related services provided to other district students.  
 
INSTRUCTION FOR HOMELESS STUDENTS (POLICY 6273) 
The board of education is committed to providing access to educational opportunities to eligible              
homeless students. Services will be provided consistent with Federal Law and with Missouri’s state’s              
plan for the education of homeless children. For more information see regulation 6273. For admission               
or withdrawal see policy 2260.  
 
ASBESTOS PLAN  
The Tina-Avalon R-II school District observes an up to date asbestos management program. A copy of                
this program is available for inspection in the superintendent’s office.  

ADDRESSES, PHONE NUMBERS, AND EMERGENCY CONTACT INFORMATION 
It is important to have as much up-to-date information as possible to be able to contact each child’s                  
parent in case of an emergency. If your home address or phone number or emergency contact                
information changes during the school year, please notify the school at the time of the change.  

HEALTH AND IMMUNIZATIONS 
The State of Missouri requires that children entering school for the first time in Missouri must receive                 
the basic immunizations prior to school entrance. Detailed information is handed out during             
Kindergarten registration and also upon registration of a transfer student.  
 
Vision, dental and hearing screenings are given during the school year. Parents/guardians will be              
notified if there are any concerns that require a referral to a physician.  

MEDICATIONS 
If under exceptional circumstances a child is required to take oral medication during school hours and                
the parent cannot be at school to administer the medication, the principal’s designee will administer the                
medication in compliance with the regulations that follow: 
 
Prescription and over-the-counter Medications—The medication shall be in the original container and            
labeled with the physician’s prescription in the case of a prescription drug. 
 
Parents shall authorize school personnel to give medication. Forms are available in the office for               
parents to complete when their child is to be given medication at school. This authorization may also be                  
in the form of a note to the school acknowledging the parent’s approval, dosage, times and amounts,                 
date prescribed, name of medicine, purpose of medicine, possible side effects, and the termination date               
for administering the medication. It is suggested that there be enough dosage sent to school for the                 
day, not the entire amount of the prescription. 
 
Procedures-The principal’s designee will follow the procedure listed below regarding the dispensing of             
personal medication: 
**Inform appropriate school personnel of the medication 
**Keep a record of the medication administered 
**Return unused medication to the parent or dispose of it if the parent requests disposal 
  
The school district retains the right to reject requests for administering medication. The             
parent/guardian of the student must assume responsibility for informing school personnel of any change              
in the student’s health or change in medication. 
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PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY 
The primary responsibility for the education of children belongs to parents. Even though this              
responsibility is shared with the school, the parent’s responsibility remains paramount to their child’s              
success in school. Children emulate their parents. They follow what you do rather than what you say.                 
Therefore, the example you provide in the home is a major factor in building your child’s intellectual,                 
cultural, and moral attitudes.  
 
In addition to providing a good example, here are some other ways you can help:  

1. Provide proper diet, exercise, and sleep for your child. 
2. Be responsible for your child’s cleanliness, personal hygiene, and appropriate dress. 
3. Provide a proper place at home for your child to study and encourage conscientious              

completion of assignments.  
4. Insist that your child obey the regulations and principles of good behavior. 
5. Encourage the development of your child’s individual talents and interests. 
6. Keep the school informed as to your child’s special needs. 
7. Read all school communications. 
8. Take advantage of conference times provided and request additional times as needed. 
9. Respect the school staff and administration. 
10. Support the guidelines of this handbook 

STUDENT WELFARE-SECLUSION AND RESTRAINT 
To promote safety and prevent harm to all students, school personnel, and visitors in the school 
district this policy is to treat all students with dignity and respect in the use of discipline and behavior 
management techniques.  All school personnel will have clear guidelines of the use of seclusion, 
isolation, and restraint on school district property or at any school district function or event.  This 
policy will promote retention of teachers and other school personnel by addressing student behavior 
in an appropriate and safe manner.  It is also to promote parent understanding about state guidelines 
and district policies related to the use of discipline, behavior management, behavior interventions and 
responses to emergency situations.  It will promote the use of non-aversive behavioral interventions. 
 
LIFE-THREATENING FOOD ALLERGY 
Tina-Avalon R-II School District is committed to providing a safe school environment for all students. 
The school recognizes that food allergies, in some instances, may be severe and even occasionally life 
threatening.  Tina-Avalon R-II School has created this policy to reduce the likelihood of severe allergic 
reactions of students with known food allergies while at school, and to increase the likelihood that 
appropriate medical treatment is available in the case of an allergic reaction.  The Tina-Avalon R-II 
School’s aim is to help students learn how to manage their food allergies while providing an 
environment where the risk of exposure is reduced and emergency support is available.  The school 
cannot achieve this goal alone and student and family involvement are critical.  Ultimately the primary 
responsibility for reducing the risks associated with food allergies rests with the students and their 
parents.  The School’s policy is as follows: 
 
School’s Procedures 
● Information pertaining to the student’s allergies will be shared with faculty and staff who have 

contact with the student, but otherwise will be kept as confidential as possible. 
● Based on information from the student’s parents and doctor, the school nurse will develop a Food 

Allergy Health Plan which lists the student’s food allergies, emergency treatment protocols and 
contact information.  These health plans will be kept in the student’s health file in the nurse’s office. 
Copies will be distributed to food service personnel, classroom teachers of those students with food 
allergies, and other faculty/staff on a need to know basis.  Plans will be updated yearly or as needed. 

● Tina-Avalon R-II School will provide food allergy and anaphylaxis training for faculty, staff, and 
coaches as needed.  This training will include information on how to recognize an allergic reaction 
and respond appropriately. 
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● Tina-Avalon R-II School will work with the food service director to provide food in the cafeteria that 
all students may enjoy.  In the case of a student with multiple or unusual allergies, however, 
Tina-Avalon School may require the student/family to provide lunch and snacks to ensure the 
student’s safety. 

 
PARENT/STUDENT RESPONSIBILITY 
● Parents of students with life-threatening allergies must provide Tina-Avalon R-II School with 

emergency medications and a written medical treatment protocol for their students addressing 
allergy-related events.  The protocol and medication must be provided to the school nurse prior to 
the beginning of each school year.  The school nurse will maintain the medication and information 
according to the current emergency medical treatment protocol.  In elementary school, student 
medications will be kept in the nurse’s office and if necessary, in the student’s classroom.  In the 
Junior High and High School, a student may carry and administer their own Epi-Pen with written 
permission from their doctor and parents.  In this case, it is the family’s responsibility to be sure that 
the medication is accessible during school hours and within its expiration date.  Parents may 
however, choose for the medication to be housed in the nurse’s office. 

 
● Parents are responsible for educating their child about managing their food allergy at school, 

including identifying “safe foods” by reviewing the lunch menu together, contacting the food service 
director for ingredient listings and reinforcing that the student should ask for help if they are unsure 
about choosing foods in the cafeteria or classroom. 

 
● Parents of elementary students are strongly encouraged to provide their child’s teacher with a 

written list of safe snacks for that child.  Parents may also provide their child’s teacher with a supply 
of safe snacks to reduce the likelihood of accidental exposure. 

 
This policy has been developed to provide the Tina-Avalon R-II students with the safest learning 
environment possible.  This policy will be reevaluated yearly or as needed . 
 
*SOCIAL MEDIA 

The Tina-Avalon School District will post about student learning, achievement, and activities via 
social media. We would like to share, post, etc. because it offers more opportunities for more 
people to see the creative, engaging learning that our students are doing at Tina-Avalon. It also 
creates a more collaborative environment where students and teachers share positive 
engagements. This, in turn, fosters student/teacher positive relationships. The teachers, staff, 
and administration are eager to share information with parents and community members! 
 
We currently have the Tina-Avalon Facebook page and Twitter. Our teachers are encouraged to 
take photos, videos, and share student achievement. Our Facebook page is  Tina Avalon 
Dragons.  Our Twitter handle is  @TA_Dragons  with the trend  #DRAGONpride  If you tweet 
about something engaging and positive, please use the hashtag above.  
 
If you choose to not have  any  information about your child on the Facebook page or Twitter, 
please contact the office and we will make certain that does not happen.  
 
All confidential information will remain as such and  ONLY  positive, engaging learning 

experiences will be posted. 
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STUDENT DISCIPLINE 

The Student Code of Conduct is designed to foster student responsibility, respect for others, and to 
provide for the orderly operation of the school district. No code can be expected to list each and every 
offense that may result in disciplinary action. However, it is the purpose of this code to list certain 
offenses which if committed by a student, will result in the imposition of a certain disciplinary action. 
Any conduct not included herein, or an aggravated circumstance of any offense or an action involving a 
combination of offenses may result in disciplinary consequences that extend beyond this code of 
conduct as determined by the principal, superintendent, and/or the Board of Education. In extraordinary 
circumstances where the minimum consequence is judged by the superintendent or designee to be 
manifestly unfair or not in the interest of the district, the superintendent or designee may reduce the 
consequences listed in this policy, as allowed by law. This code includes, but not necessarily limited to: 
acts of students on school property, including playgrounds, parking lots, and school transportation, or at 
a school activity, whether on or off school property. All actions may be appealed through procedural due 
process.  
 
Management of student discipline is most effective when school personnel, parents, and students work 
cooperatively. Communication between all parties is critical. Therefore, all disciplinary actions taken will 
be accompanied by a  principal-parent-student-conference (PPSC).  Teachers and other staf may be 
requested to participate in conferences as deemed necessary by the principal. All disciplinary actions will 
be noted in the student’s disciplinary record. Law enforcement officials will be notified consistent with 
procedures outlined in the Missouri Safe Schools Act.  
 
Reporting to Law Enforcement  
 

It is the policy of the Tina-Avalon R-II School District to report all crimes occurring on school grounds to 
law enforcement, including, but not limited to, the crimes the district is required to report in 
accordance with law. 
 
The following acts, regardless of whether they are committed by juveniles, are subject to this reporting 
requirement: 

● First or second degree murder under §§ 565.020, .021, RSMo. 
● Voluntary or involuntary manslaughter under § 565.024, RSMo. 
● Kidnapping under § 565.110, RSMo. 
● First, second or third degree assault under §§ 565.050, .060, .070, RSMo. 
● Sexual assault or deviate sexual assault under §§ 566.040, .070, RSMo. 
● Forcible rape or sodomy under §§ 566.030, .060, RSMo. 
● Burglary in the first or second degree under §§ 569.160, .170, RSMo. 
● Robbery in the first degree under § 569.020, RSMo. 
● Possession of a weapon under chapter 571, RSMo. 
● Distribution of drugs under §§ 195.211, .212, RSMo. 
● Arson in the first degree under § 569.040, RSMo. 
● Felonious restraint under § 565.120, RSMo. 
● Property damage in the first degree under § 569.100, RSMo. 
● Child molestation in the first degree pursuant to § 566.067, RSMo. 
● Sexual misconduct involving a child pursuant to § 566.083, RSMo. 
● Sexual abuse pursuant to § 566.100, RSMo. 
●  

The principal shall also notify the appropriate law enforcement agency and superintendent if a student 
is discovered to possess a controlled substance or weapon in violation of the district's policy. In 
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addition, the superintendent shall notify the appropriate division of the juvenile or family court upon 
suspension for more than ten (10) days or expulsion of any student who the district is aware is under 
the jurisdiction of the court. 

Corporal Punishment  
 

Tina-Avalon R-II School District maintains that corporal punishment is permitted where there is to 
believe it will be helpful in maintaining discipline and development of the child’s character and 
power of self-control.  Parents will always be notified prior to any use of corporal punishment and 
will only be used after several other avenues have been used. 

 
Documentation in Student's Discipline Record 
 

The principal, designee or other administrators or school staff will maintain all discipline records as 
deemed necessary for the orderly operation of the schools. In addition, any offense that constitutes 
a "serious violation of the district's discipline policy" must be documented in the student's discipline 
record in accordance with law. Policy defines a "serious violation of the district's discipline policy" as 
one (1) or more of the following acts if committed by a student enrolled in the district: 

● Any act of school violence or violent behavior. 
● Any offense that occurs on school property, on school transportation or at any school activity 

and that is required by law to be reported to law enforcement officials. 
● Any offense that results in an out-of-school suspension for more than ten (10) school days. 

Prohibition against Being on or near School Property during Suspension 
 

All students who are suspended or expelled are prohibited from being on school property for any 
reason unless permission is granted by the superintendent or designee. 

 
Any student who is suspended for any offenses listed in § 160.261, RSMo., or any act of violence or 

drug-related activity defined by policy as a serious violation of school discipline shall not be allowed 
to be within 1,000 feet of any public school in the district unless one (1) of the following conditions 
exist: 

● The student is under the direct supervision of the student's parent, legal guardian or 
custodian. 

● The student is under the direct supervision of another adult designated by the student's 
parent, legal guardian or custodian, in advance, in writing, to the principal of the school that 
suspended the student. 

If a student violates this prohibition he or she may be suspended or expelled in accordance with the 
offense, "Failure to Meet Conditions of Suspension," listed below. 

 
The following are descriptions of prohibited conduct as well as potential consequences for violation. In 

addition to the consequences specified here, school officials will notify law enforcement and 
document violations in the student's discipline file pursuant to law and Board policy. 

 
Students will be classified as it pertains to the Student Code of Conduct as followed: 

 

Elementary – Lower: Grades K-3 

Elementary – Upper: Grades 4-6 

Middle School/High School: Grades 7-12 

 

Student Discipline Handbook Terms: 
PPSC – Principal-Parent-Student-Conference 

ISS – In-School Suspension 
OSS – Out-Of-School Suspension 
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Academic Dishonesty/Cheating –  The deliberate misrepresentation of academic, artistic, 
mechanical, or athletic work accomplishments, achievements, or aptitudes as the students 
creation, product, possession, or property. This includes, but not limited to: cheating on tests, 
assignments, projects, or similar activities; plagiarism; claiming credit for another person’s 
work (whether published or unpublished); fabrication of facts; sources, or other supporting 
material; unauthorized collaboration; and facilitating academic dishonesty. 
 

Elementary – Lower  
 

First Offense: PPSC, and alternate assignment  
 

Second Offense: PPSC, zero (no credit) for assignment, and 1-3 days ISS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, zero (no credit) for assignment, and 1-10 days OSS 
 

Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, and zero (no credit) for assignment or alternate assignment  
 

Second Offense: PPSC, zero (no credit) for assignment, and 1-3 days ISS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, zero (no credit) for assignment, and 1-10 days OSS 
 

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, detention, and zero (no credit) for assignment or alternate 
assignment 

 
Second Offense: PPSC, 1-3 days ISS or 1-3 days OSS, and zero (no credit) for 
assignment 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS, and zero (no credit) for 
assignment 

 
Arson  – Starting or attempting to start a fire or causing an explosion. 
 

Elementary (Lower & Upper)/Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: Restitution if appropriate. PPSC and 1-3 days OSS with a possible referral to 
the superintendent for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 
Second Offense: Restitution if appropriate. PPSC and 3-5 days OSS with a possible referral to 

the superintendent for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  
  

Subsequent Offense(s): Restitution if appropriate. PPSC and 10 days OSS with a possible referral to 
the superintendent for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 
Assault or Battery of Staff/Faculty Member/Student  –   Hitting, striking, and/or attempting to 
cause injury to another person; placing a person in reasonable apprehension of imminent 
physical injury; physically injuring a staff member; physically injuring another student 
 

Elementary – Lower 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
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Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 

 
 
Elementary – Upper 

 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, 1-3 days ISS or 1-3 days OSS 
 
Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 
 

Automobile/Vehicle Misuse –  Discourteous or unsafe driving on or around school property; 
student driver’s must have a valid driver’s license; failure to remove vehicle at the request of 
school officials; failure to follow directions given by school officials or failure to follow 
established rules for parking or driving on school property; failure to observe and follow all 
traffic regulations; students are not to honk horns or make undue disturbances on the parking 
lot. 
 

High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, suspension or revocation of parking 
privileges, or detention 

 
Second Offense: PPSC, suspension or revocation of parking privileges, or 1-5 day ISS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, suspension or revocation of parking privileges, or 1-10 days ISS 

or 1-10 days OSS 
 

*Bullying/Cyber Bullying –  Repeated intimidation or negative influence(s) of a student or            

multiple students perpetuated by an individual or group of individuals. Bullying includes, but is              

not limited to: physical actions (including violence, gestures, theft of/damaging property),           

verbal or written taunts (including name-calling, put downs, extortion, or threats), threats of             

retaliation for reporting such acts, sending or posting harmful or cruel text or images using the                

Internet or other digital communication devices, and sending or posting materials that            

threaten or raise concerns about violence against others. Students will not be disciplined for              

speech in situations where the speech is protected by law.  

Elementary – Lower 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  
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Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 

 

First Offense: PPSC, 1-3 days ISS or 1-3 days OSS 
 
Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 
 

Bus or Transportation Misconduct -  Any offense committed by a student on transportation 

provided by or through the district shall be disciplined in the same manner as if the offense 

had been committed at the student's assigned school. In addition, transportation privileges 

may be suspended or revoked. 

Combination of Repeated Offenses  – Behavior that is continually disruptive to the learning 

process thus requiring discipline in a combination of categories as outlined in this policy. 

Students who have received three in-school suspensions for any combination of disciplinary 

violations will be assigned out-of-school suspension on subsequent warranted offenses. 

Elementary (Lower & Upper)/Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC and 1-3 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent for 
consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 
Second Offense: PPSC and 3-5 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent for 

consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  
  

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC and 10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent for 
consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 

*Cell Phones/Electronic Devices –  In order to prevent disruption in the learning environment, 
the use of Cell phones and any  personal  electronic devices (PED) including but not limited to: 
tablets, smart watches, MP3 players, personal recording devices, CD players, laptops, IPod’s, 
etc. is prohibited during the instructional school day. Any and all cell phones and PED’s are 
strictly prohibited in locker rooms and restrooms. The term “use” includes, but is not limited 
to: making/receiving calls, texting, using social media, taking pictures and recording videos 
(unless approved by administration for educational or organizational activities), listening to 
music, watching videos, etc. Cell phones must be turned off, turned on airplane mode, or 
turned on silent (no-vibrating). All classrooms have a designated cell phone/PED area for 
students to safely store their devices. 
*If a student refuses to surrender his/her phone, he/she will be disciplined for 
defiance/insubordination according to the T-A School District discipline policy.  
  

Elementary (Lower & Upper)/Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, and PED confiscated and taken to administration 
(student may pick up after school)  
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Second Offense: PPSC, confiscation of PED, detention, and parent/guardian must pick up from 
office  

  
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, confiscation, 1-10 days ISS, and parent/guardian must pick up from 

office  
 

*All offenses that a student is found using their cell phone or PED in the bathroom or locker room will be an 
automatic 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent for 
consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 

Dishonesty –  Any act of lying, whether it is verbal or written, including forgery, filing false 
reports with a school official and/or proving misleading reports to school officials, and 
withholding information to school officials.  

*  If a document is forged by a student at any level, nullification of the document will occur.  

Elementary – Lower  

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, or 1-5 days ISS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-15 days OSS  
 

Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, or 1-5 days ISS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 
Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 
 

Defiance/Insubordination –  Stated or implied intention to not comply with school rules or 
reasonable requests of a staff member. 

 

Elementary – Lower  

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, or 1-5 days ISS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS  
 

Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, or 1-5 days ISS  
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Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 
Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

 

Disrespectful or Disruptive Conduct or Speech or Profanity (see Board policy if illegal             

harassment or discrimination is involved)  -  Verbal, written, pictorial or symbolic language or             

gesture that is directed at any person and that is rude, vulgar, defiant, in violation of district                 

policy or considered inappropriate in educational settings or that materially and substantially            

disrupts classroom work, school activities or school functions. Examples include, but not            

limited to, profanity, slurs, sexual comments, etc. Students will not be disciplined for speech in               

situations where it is protected by law. 

*When directed toward a student or staff member the administration will treat as a second               

offense with a minimum of in-school suspension. 

Elementary – Lower  

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, or detention 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, or 1-5 days ISS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS  
 

Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, or 1-5 days ISS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 
Second Offense: PPSC, detention, 1-5 days ISS, or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion. 

 

Disruptive Common Area Behavior -  This category would include conduct or speech, be it              

verbal, written or symbolic, which materially and substantially disrupts the school           

environment. Common areas include but are not limited to: halls, cafeteria, restrooms,            
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playground, field trips, school grounds, assemblies and parking lots. Examples are shouting            

and yelling and in other ways creating a disturbance. 

Elementary – Lower  

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days ISS  
 

Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, or detention 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, or 1-5 days ISS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 
Second Offense: PPSC, detention, 1-5 days ISS, or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion. 

 

Drugs/Alcohol –  
 

Possession, sale, purchase, or distribution of any over-the-counter drug, herbal preparation, 
or imitation drug or herbal preparation.  
 

Elementary – Lower & Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, 1-10 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-10 days OSS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, 1-10 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-10 days OSS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 

*Possession of or attendance while under the influence of or soon after consuming any 
unauthorized prescription drug, alcohol, narcotic substance, unauthorized inhalants, 
counterfeit drugs, imitation controlled substances or drug-related paraphernalia, including 
controlled substances and illegal drugs defined as substances identified under schedules I, 
II, III, IV or V in section 202 of the Controlled Substances Act. 

 

Elementary – Lower & Upper 
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Situations in this category can result in consequences as minor as a verbal reprimand up to a recommendation to 
the superintendent for expulsion. The age of the student and the severity of the offense will be 
considered. In all cases, parents will be notified of the situation. Police will be contacted in accordance 
with the Missouri Safe Schools Act. 
 

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, and the situations in this category will result in a minimum 10 
days OSS with possible referral to the superintendent for 
consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. Offenders may 
receive up to 5 days ISS in lieu of an equal number of days to be 
suspended OSS if the parents and students agree in writing for the 
student to undergo a professional evaluation for possible chemical 
dependence. 

 
Second Offense: PPSC, 11-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 

Sale, purchase or distribution of any prescription drug, alcohol, narcotic substance, 

unauthorized inhalants, counterfeit drugs, imitation controlled substances and/or 

drug-related paraphernalia, including controlled substances and illegal drugs defined as 

substances identified under schedules I, II, III, IV or V in section 202 of the Controlled 

Substances Act. 

Elementary – Lower & Upper 
First Offense: PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  
 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  
 
 

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 
Second Offense: PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

Educational Distractions/Items –  Possession and/or use of items such as toys, games, or any 
device that are not authorized for the educational process or purpose. Items used in the 
educational setting (not normally or naturally used) must be approved by administration. 

 

Elementary (Lower & Upper)/Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, and item confiscated and taken to administration 
(student may pick up after school)  

 
Second Offense: PPSC, confiscation of item, detention, and parent/guardian must pick up from 

office  
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Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, confiscation, 1-10 days ISS, and parent/guardian must pick up from 
office  

 

Extortion –  Threatening or intimidating any person for the purpose of obtaining money or 
anything of value. Restitution will be made on all offenses.  

Elementary – Lower  

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand or detention  

Second Offense: PPSC, and detention or 1-5 days ISS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, or detention 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, or 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 
Second Offense: PPSC, detention, 1-5 days ISS, or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 

suspension/expulsion. 

Failure to Care for or Return District Property –  Loss of, failure to return, or damage to 

district property including, but not limited to: books, computers, computer accessories, 

calculators, uniforms, instructional equipment, and sporting equipment.  

Elementary (Lower & Upper)/Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, restitution, and all grades will be held  
 

Second Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, restitution, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS, and all 
grades will be held  

  
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 
 

Failure to Meet Conditions of Suspension –  Coming within 1,000 feet of any public school in 

the district while on suspension for an offense that requires reporting to law enforcement or 

for an act of school violence or drug-related activity defined by district policy as a serious 

violation of the district's discipline policy. See section of this regulation entitled, "Prohibition 

against being on or near School Property during Suspension." 

* In determining whether to suspend or expel a student, consideration shall be given to 

whether the student poses a threat to the safety of any child or school employee and whether 
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the student's presence within 1,000 feet of the school is disruptive to the educational process 

or undermines the effectiveness of the school's disciplinary policy. 

Elementary – Lower & Upper 
First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS  

 
Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
 

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS  
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 

False Alarms  (see also, "Threats or Verbal Assaults")  –  Tampering with emergency 
equipment, setting off false alarms, making false reports; communicating a threat or false 
report for the purpose of frightening, disturbing or disrupting others or causing the 
evacuation or closure of school property.  

 

Elementary (Lower & Upper)/Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, 3-5 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS 
  

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent for consideration of 
a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

Fighting (see also, “Assault”) –  Mutual combat in which both parties have contributed to the 
conflict wither verbally or by physical action. 

Elementary – Lower & Upper 
First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS  

 
Second Offense: PPSC, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
 

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days OSS  
 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-10 days OSS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  
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Fireworks, Chemical Disruption –  Possession or ignition of fireworks or chemicals on school 
property.  

Elementary (Lower & Upper)/Middle School/High School 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, and 1-3 days ISS or 1-3 days OSS 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS, or 1-5 days OSS 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion. 

*Harassment –  The act of systematic, aggressive, and/or intimidating (unwanted and 
annoying) actions of one person or group of persons including, but not limited to threats, 
demands, and physical or verbal abuse.   Unwelcome and continued actions regarding verbal, 
written, or symbolic language based on gender, race, color, religion, disability or any other 
characteristics covered by law.  

Elementary – Lower 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-3 days ISS or 1-3 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 

Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 

 

First Offense: PPSC, 1-3 days ISS or 1-3 days OSS 
 
Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 
 

Hazing –  Any activity   that is reasonable person believes would negatively impact the mental 
or physical health or safety of a student or put the student in a ridiculous, humiliating, 
stressful, or disconcerting position for the purposes of initiation, affiliation, admission, 
membership (or membership maintenance) in any group, class, organization, club, or athletic 
team including, but not limited to, a grade level, student organization, or school-sponsored 
activity. Hazing may occur even when all students involved are willing participants. Cyber 
hazing, via electronic devices, will also be considered.  

Elementary – Lower  

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
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Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, 1-3 days ISS or 1-3 days OSS 
Second Offense: PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

*Inappropriate Use of District Technology and/or Property -  This includes, but is not limited 

to, inappropriate use of the Internet, district devices ,  phones, school address, videos or music, 

and taking school devices off school property.  Inappropriate material will be confiscated. 

The use of any computer or device is a privilege, not a right. This privilege may be revoked by 

the administration at any time upon violation of acceptable use. 

Elementary (Lower & Upper)/Middle School/High School 

First Offense: PPSC, restitution, verbal reprimand, suspension/revocation of 
technology privileges. 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS, and suspension/revocation of 
technology privileges. 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion, and referral to superintendent for long-term 
suspension from district technology use. 

*Miscellaneous Offenses   -  In addition to offenses previously stated, disciplinary action may 

be taken for any general threats to harm or injure others or offenses deemed to constitute 

conduct which is prejudicial to good order and discipline in the schools or which tends to 

impair the morale or good conduct of the students. 

Elementary (Lower & Upper)/Middle School/High School 

First Offense: PPSC, detention, restitution, verbal reprimand, 1-5 days ISS or I-5 
days OSS 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS,  

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion. 
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*Public Display of Affection (PDA) –  Physical contact that is inappropriate for the school 
setting, including, but not limited to hugging, kissing, and groping.  

 
Elementary – Lower & Upper 
First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand,  

 
Second Offense: PPSC, detention, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
 

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention  
 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

*Sexual Harassment –  Use of unwelcome physical, verbal, written, or symbolic language 
based on gender or of a sexual nature that has the purpose or effect of unreasonably 
interfering with a student’s educational environment creates and intimidating, hostile or 
offensive educational environment. Examples of sexual harassment include, but are not 
limited to, sexual jokes/comments, request for sexual favors, unwelcome sexual advances, 
touching/fondling of the genital areas, breast or undergarments (regardless if touching 
occurred through or under clothing.) 

* Serious or repeated violations may become grounds for administrative recommendation for 
long term suspension and/or recommendation for expulsion and necessitate notification of 
law enforcement officials.  

Elementary – Lower  

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, and 1-3 days ISS 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC,  or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, and 1-3 days ISS or 1-3 days OSS 
 
Second Offense: PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS 
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Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

Theft –  Theft, attempted theft, or knowing possession of stolen property. When appropriate, 

restitution will be made. 

Elementary – Lower  

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, and detention  

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS  
 
Second Offense: PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

Threats –  Verbal, written, pictorial, or symbolic language or gestures that create a reasonable 

fear of physical injury or property damage. 

Elementary – Lower  

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, or 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  
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Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS  
 
Second Offense: PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

*Tobacco –  The possession or use of tobacco products on school grounds, school 

transportation, or at any school activity. *Confiscation of tobacco product will occur on ALL 

offenses at all grade levels.  

Elementary – Lower & Upper 
First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention or 1-3 days ISS  

 
Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
 

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, and 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

*Truancy –  Absence from school or class without the knowledge and consent of 
parents/guardians and/or school staff; excessive non-justifiable absences, even with consent 
of parents/guardians. *All students that are deemed truant will be ineligible from school 
activities on that date.  

Elementary – Lower & Upper 
First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention  

 
Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 
 

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, and 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

Unauthorized Entry -  Entering or assisting any other person to enter a district facility, office, 
locker, or other area that is locked or not open to the general public; entering or assisting any 
other person to enter a district facility through an unauthorized entrance; assisting 
unauthorized persons to enter a district facility through any entrance. 
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Elementary – Lower & Upper 
First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, and detention or 1-3 days ISS 

 
Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 

Middle School/High School 
 
First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, and 1-3 days ISS 

 
Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

*Unserved Detention(s)/Corrective Tasks -  Unapproved absence from assigned detention 
hours or the failure to complete administrative-assigned corrective tasks; failure to attend 
detention for reason other than those approved by administration. * ALL  offense(s) will 
include serving the missed detention  PLUS  any other discipline.  

Elementary – Lower & Upper 
First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, and detention or 1-3 days ISS 

 
Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

 

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, and 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  

 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

Vandalism -  Willful damage or the attempt to cause damage to real or personal property 
belonging to the school, staff, or students. Monetary and/or physical restitution will be 
required. 

Elementary – Lower & Upper 
First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, and detention or 1-3 days ISS 

 
Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 

superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, and 1-3 days ISS 
 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS  
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Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 
for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

*Weapons (1) -  Possession or use of any instrument or device, other than those defined in 18 
U.S.C. § 921, 18 U.S.C. § 930(g)(2) or § 571.010, RSMo, which is customarily used for attack or 
defense against another person; any instrument or device used to inflict physical injury to 
another person. This would also include toys that resemble weapons.  A knife with the blade 
length over 3 inches will not be permitted.  Elementary students (PreK-6) will not be allowed 
to have a knife of ANY length (strictly prohibited).  

*All offenses at all grade levels will result in confiscation of the item.  

Elementary – Lower  

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, and detention  

Second Offense: PPSC, detention, and 1-5 days ISS  
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS, or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

Elementary – Upper 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, or 1-3 days ISS 

Second Offense: PPSC, 1-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 
 

Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-10 days OSS with a possible referral to the 
superintendent for consideration of a long-term 
suspension/expulsion.  

Middle School/High School 
 

First Offense: PPSC, verbal reprimand, detention, and 1-3 days ISS  
 
Second Offense: PPSC, 3-5 days ISS or 1-5 days OSS 

 
Subsequent Offense(s): PPSC, 1-180 days OSS with a possible referral to the superintendent 

for consideration of a long-term suspension/expulsion. 

*Weapons (2) –  Possession or use of a firearm as defined in 18 U.S.C.  § 921 or any instrument 
or device defined in § 571.010, RSMo. or any instrumental device defined as a dangerous 
weapon in 18 U.S.C. § 930(g)(2) 

Elementary (Lower & Upper)/Middle School/High School 

First Offense: One (1) calendar year suspension or expulsion, unless modified by 

the Board of Education upon recommendation by the 

superintendent  

Subsequent Offense: Expulsion 
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